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MOTIVATION
Oncological radiotherapy is the process of killing cancer cells within the tu-
mour volume by a prescribed dose of ionising radiation, while sparing to the
extent possible the neighbouring healthy tissues. Several types of sources
of ionising radiation have so far been used in radiotherapy, mainly of mega-
volt photons (X- or γ-rays) or electrons, produced either as external beams
by medical accelerators, by sealed radioisotope sources, or by radioactively
labelled compounds designed to be preferentially absorbed by malignant tis-
sues. Typically, a modern external photon beam radiotherapy session con-
sists of a sequence of 30 daily fractions, each delivering a dose of 2 Gy to the
tumour volume, to a total dose of about 60 Gy. Several modern techniques
of delivering external photon beams from medical accelerators have been
introduced, such as IMRT (intensity modulated RT), IGRT (image-guided
RT), SRS (stereotactic radiosurgery), arc beam IMRT (Tomotherapy) or by
robotic control of the movement of the accelerating assembly. Modern ra-
diotherapy is image-based: three-dimensional reconstruction of the patient’s
geometry by computed tomography (CT) or better delineation of tumour vol-
umes by functional imaging, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) enable the design of the distribution
of dose to the tumour volume to be exactly pre-planned, using dedicated
therapy planning systems (TPS). The use of inverse planning techniques,
whereby the TPS automatically optimises the dose delivery plan within ap-
propriately chosen constraints is becoming a standard choice for the medical
physicist involved in radiotherapy planning.
Application of external beams of energetic ions (typically, protons or car-
bon, of energies around a few hundred MeV/n) has opened new avenues in
oncological radiotherapy. The stimulus initially came from clinical experi-
ence gained by fast neutron radiotherapy in the 50’s of last century. While
now discontinued, mainly due to the difficulty of accurately shaping and fo-
cusing beams of fast neutrons, clinical application of these ’high-LET’ beams
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demonstrated the potential advantages of such beams: enhanced biological
effectiveness, improvement in treating poorly oxygenated tumour tissues, and
the possibility of reducing the required number of fractions.
Developments in accelerator technology made beams of ions of charges up
to uranium available also to users other than nuclear physicists. Early trials
of radiotherapy applications of beams of ions of inert gases (mainly neon
and argon) at the Bevalac accelerator in Berkeley in the ’70s and ’80s of
last century were unsuccessful, indicating the need to better understand the
enhanced biological effectiveness of such beams and its dependence on phys-
ical and biological factors. Independently, development of the technique of
culturing cells in laboratory conditions (in vitro) made it possible to system-
atically study the biological effects of ion beams. Development of biophysical
models was then necessary, to analyse experimental data from radiobiology
and to better understand and possibly predict the biological effects of ionis-
ing radiation, including energetic ions, or ’high-LET’ radiation. Among the
models of radiation action developed at the time, Track Structure Theory,
a biophysical model developed in the ’80s of last century by Prof. Robert
Katz, was extremely successful in analysing radiation effects in physical and
biological systems, especially in cell cultures in vitro.
Despite the impressive advances of molecular biology, detailed knowledge
of mechanisms of radiation damage at the molecular level of living organisms
is still lacking, therefore phenomenological parametric biophysical models,
such as the Track Structure model or the linear-quadratic approach applied
to radiobiological studies of cells in culture, may still offer insight to ra-
diotherapy planning, especially for ion beams, to analyse and predict their
enhanced radiobiological effectiveness (RBE).
The main advantages of applying ion beams in radiotherapy stem from
physical and radiobiological considerations. In their physical aspects, the
well-specified energy-dependent range of ions and the Bragg peak effect,
whereby most of the dose is delivered at the end of their range, enable better
dose delivery to tumour volumes located at greater depths within the pa-
tient’s body, better coverage of the tumour volume, and better sparing of the
patient’s skin than in the case of external photon beams. As for radiobiology,
the enhancement of RBE, especially for ions heavier than protons or helium,
and overcoming the enhanced radioresistance of poorly oxygenated cancerous
cells (expressed by the so-called Oxygen Enhancement Ratio) raises hopes
for achieving a better clinical effect by killing cancer cells more radically. The
ability to correctly predict the complex behaviour of RBE and OER in ion
radiotherapy is therefore of major importance in advancing this radiotherapy
modality.
The major disadvantages of ion radiotherapy are presently the high cost
of accelerating and delivering ion beams of the required energy by dedicated
accelerators: cyclotrons or synchrotrons and the uncertainties in modelling
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and predicting the therapeutic effects of such beams.
Of the presently operating ion radiotherapy facilities, most use proton
beams of energy up to 250 MeV to exploit the physical advantages of these
beams. As based on the present clinical experience, the RBE of protons of
such energy does not exceed 1.1, so radiobiology aspects of proton beams are
rather unimportant. A proton radiotherapy facility is currently operating
in Poland at the Institute of Nuclear Physics PAN in Krako´w, based on
the 60 MeV AIC cyclotron, and a new facility which will use a 250 MeV
scanning proton beam is under construction and planned to begin clinical
operation around 2015.
Presently, only three carbon ion radiotherapy facilities in the world oper-
ate clinically: one in Germany (at the HIT at Heidelberg) and two in Japan
(the HIMAC at Chiba and the Hyogo facility), while several carbon beam
therapy facilities are under construction.
In its broadest terms, this work is part of the supporting research back-
ground in the development of the ambitious proton radiotherapy project
currently under way at the Institute of Nuclear Physics PAN in Krako´w.
Another broad motivation was the desire to become directly involved in re-
search on a topical and challenging subject of possibly developing a therapy
planning system for carbon beam radiotherapy, based in its radiobiological
part on the Track Structure model developed by Katz over 50 years ago.
Thus, the general aim of this work was, firstly, to recapitulate the Track
Structure model and to propose an updated and complete formulation of
this model by incorporating advances made by several authors who had con-
tributed to its development in the past.
Secondly, the updated and amended (if necessary) formulation of the
model should be presented in a form applicable for use in computer codes
which would constitute the ’radiobiological engine’ of the future therapy plan-
ning system for carbon radiotherapy, which the Krako´w ion radiotherapy
research group wishes to develop.
Thirdly, currently available radiobiology data should be analysed in terms
of Track Structure Theory to supply exemplary parameters for cell lines
(preferably, exposed in normal and anoxic conditions) to be used as possible
input for carbon ion radiotherapy planning studies.
Lastly, the general features of Track Structure Theory should be compared
against biophysical models currently used in carbon radiotherapy planning
(such as the LEM used by the German groups or the approach used by the
Japanese groups), to indicate the possible advantages to be gained by apply-
ing the Track Structure approach in the future therapy planning system for
carbon radiotherapy.
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There are many features of Katz’s Track Structure Theory (TST) which
make it a promising radiobiological model for purposes of carbon ion ra-
diotherapy planning. The major one being its unquestionable success in
quantitatively analysing RBE dependences in several physical and biologi-
cal systems, and especially in many different mammalian cell lines cultured
in vitro, exposed to a variety of ion beams. Another distinct feature of
this model is the requirement that energy-fluence spectra of all the primary
and secondary charged particles along the beam range can be provided for
model calculations, rather than depth-dose distributions. Using these energy-
fluence spectra and four model parameters which characterise the radiobio-
logical properties of a cell line, the Katz model is able to quantitatively
predict the depth-survival dependences directly, without formally involving
the product of local ’physical’ dose and local value of RBE, thus obviating
the need to evaluate the complex dependence of RBE on the properties of
the ion beam and of the irradiated tissue.
Scaling plays an important role in Track Structure Theory, therefore an
analysis of the conditions under which such scaling may be achieved was yet
another objective of this work. It is by exploiting the scaling properties of
Track Structure Theory that robust and computer-efficient coding may be
designed to make massive calculations possible, as required, e.g., in inverse
planning techniques to be developed for carbon beam radiotherapy.
An interesting possibility offered by applying TST to treatment planning
is to develop a ’kill’ rather than the current ’dose’ approach to optimising
this planning. Namely, in the present ’classical’ approach, dose distributions
around the target volume are considered. However, due to RBE and OER
considerations in ion radiotherapy, it may be more appropriate to optimise
distributions of probability of target cell killing, which can be obtained di-
rectly from TST calculations. Comparison of ’iso-kill’ distributions between
’classical’ and ion radiotherapy treatment plans would permit direct transfer
of the experience gained from ’classical’ radiotherapy to ion radiotherapy,
and perhaps lead to new optimisation tools, e.g., replacing dose-volume his-
tograms by ’kill-volume’ histograms. Development of a therapy planning
systems based on the ’fluence approach’ would allow cross-checking of some
controversial issues, such as reporting ion therapy procedures, or the ap-
plication of appropriate RBE values. Thus, introduction of track structure
theory-based biophysical modelling may lead to the emergence of new con-
cepts in ion therapy planning and its optimization.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Interaction of photons with matter
Photons can interact with matter through many different processes. The
character of these processes depends on the energy of the photons concerned
and on the chemical composition of the absorber. There are three major
mechanisms involved in the energy loss by photons in the MeV range, used
in radiotherapy: photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair produc-
tion. All these processes lead to partial or complete energy transfer of the
photon to the electrons of the atoms of the absorber, removal of orbital
electrons from the atoms (ionization) or to changing the internal state of
the bound electrons from the ground state to a higher energy state (exci-
tation). Electrons removed from atoms can obtain sufficient kinetic energy
to cause secondary ionizations of other atoms of the absorber. Such elec-
trons are called δ-electrons or secondary electrons. As a beam of photons
passes through the absorber, many different interactions may occur. In-
teraction mechanisms have different energy thresholds and regions of high
cross-sections for different materials. Depending on the energy of photons
and composition of the absorber different mechanisms dominate. An illus-
trative diagram presenting the regions of relative predominance of the three
above-mentioned mechanisms as a function of atomic number of the absorber
and photon energy, is shown in Fig. 1.1. Curves on the left and right side
of this figure define photon energies and atomic numbers of the absorbers
for which the probability of Compton scattering is equal to the probability
of photoelectric effect and pair production. Interaction of photons used in
radiotherapy with soft tissues, the atomic number of which is close to the
effective atomic number of water (Z = 7.4), is dominated by Compton scat-
tering. Photoelectric effect dominates for photons of lower energy, whereas
pair production dominates for photons of higher energy, both interacting
7
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with absorbers of higher atomic number.
Figure 1.1: Regions of relative predominance of the three main processes of
photon interaction with matter. The left curve represents the region where
the cross-sections for photoelectric effect and for Compton effect are equal,
the right curve represents the region where Compton effect is equally probable
to pair production. Figure reprinted from Podgorsak (2005).
1.2 Interaction of ions with matter
Depending on its velocity, the charged particle (projectile) may experience
interaction with the target particles of the absorber by means of the following
processes:
• excitation or ionization of target particles
• transfer of energy to target nuclei
• changes in the internal state of the projectile
• emission of radiation
As a result of these interactions the energy of the particles is reduced as they
pass trough the absorber medium. The rate of energy lost by the particle
8
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depends on the energy, charge and atomic mass of the incident ion and on
the composition of the absorber. In the literature the average loss of kinetic
energy E per path length x is referred to as the Stopping Power, −dE/dx, of
the material. The minus sign defines the stopping force as a positive quantity.
The total stopping power is the sum of the electronic and nuclear stopping
powers, and of the radiative stopping power, according to the expression:
−dE
dx
=
(
dE
dx
)
el
+
(
dE
dx
)
nucl
+
(
dE
dx
)
rad
,
where electronic stopping power is the average rate of energy loss per unit
ion path length, due to Coulomb collisions that result in the ionization and
excitation of target atoms, and nuclear stopping power is the average rate
of ion energy loss per unit ion path length due to the transfer of its en-
ergy to recoiling atoms in elastic collisions. This type of interaction occurs
only for heavy charged particles. The radiative stopping power is the aver-
age rate of ion energy loss per ion’s unit path length due to collisions with
atoms and atomic electrons in which bremsstrahlung quanta are emitted.
This type of interaction occurs only at extremely high ion velocities (which
are outside of the range of ion radiotherapy) and light charged particles,
such as electrons. Thus, ions interact with the matter mainly through the
electromagnetic forces where the positive electric charge of the particle and
the negative charge of the electrons of the atoms of absorber are mutually
attractive. Along its path, the ion will then interact with several electrons
of the absorber atoms, causing their excitation and, more frequently, their
ionization.
In each Coulomb collision with an electron, the ion loses some part of its
energy until it stops completely. Charged particles have a well-determined
range in matter, which depends upon the type of particle, its initial energy
and the atomic composition of the material it traverses. The maximum
energy that an ion can transfer to a free electron (of rest energy mec
2 =
0.511 MeV ) is given by
ωmax = 2mec
2 β
2
1− β2 , (1.1)
where β = v/c is the ion’s relative velocity, related to the kinetic energy
per nucleon or per atomic mass unit E/A of the incident ion, through the
relation (ICRU (2005)):
E
A
= uc2(γ − 1) = 931.6
(
1√
1− β2 − 1
)
[MeV/n], (1.2)
where γ is the Lorentz factor, and u is the atomic mass unit (1.6605 ×
10−27kg). Dependences given by eq.(1.2) and eq.(1.1) are shown graphically
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in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3, respectively. Similarly to photon interactions, dur-
ing some collisions, electrons interacting with the passing ion obtain kinetic
energy sufficiently high to produce δ-electrons which can transfer their re-
ceived energy far away from the ion’s path. An analytical description of
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Figure 1.2: The kinetic energy of an ion as a function of its relative speed,
β, as given by eq.(1.2).
the ion’s stopping power resulting from Coulomb collisions was first given by
Hans Bethe (Bethe (1932)) and more recently, by Sigmund (2006):
− dE
dx
=
4piZabsN
mec2
Z2
β2
(
e2
4pi0
)2 [
ln
2mec
2β2
I(1− β2) − β
2
]
, (1.3)
where
Zabs - atomic number of the absorber,
N - electron density of the absorber,
Z - atomic number of the incident particle,
me - rest mass of the electron,
c - speed of light in vacuum,
e - charge of the electron,
0 - vacuum permittivity,
I - mean excitation potential of the target,
β - relative speed of the incident particle β = v/c.
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Figure 1.3: Maximum energy of a δ-electron transferred by an ion of energy
E/A, as given by eq.(1.1) and eq.(1.2).
Another concept related to the stopping power is the linear energy transfer
(LET) of the ion, which is equivalent to the restricted collisional (electronic)
stopping power. Additionally, the definition of LET may include only local
collisions between the ion and electrons. Then the considered energy transfers
should be less than a specified cut-off energy, ∆ (usually expressed in eV ):
LET∆ = −
(
dE∆
dx
)
el
.
By including all possible energy transfers, one obtains the unrestricted LET∞
which is equivalent to the total electronic stopping power:
LET∞ = −
(
dE
dx
)
el
.
Linear energy transfer is an average quantity. In the case of a single particle
of a given charge and velocity, LET denotes the amount of energy which a
large number of such particles would on average transfer per unit path length
(Kempe et al. (2007)). Depending on the value of LET which characterizes
a specific radiation, one may distinguish between high-LET and low-LET
radiations. For example, α-particles and charged particles heavier than He
are called high-LET radiation, because they cause dense ionization along
their tracks. In contrast, X- and γ-rays are recognized as low-LET radiations
as they produce sparse and randomly distributed isolated ionization events.
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The average energy imparted to the medium by any radiation per unit
mass of this medium is called the dose, D. Given the LET and number of
charged particles per cm2 (fluence), F , one can calculate the dose delivered
by a beam of ions (Pathak et al. (2007)):
D = 1.602−10 · F · LET · 1
ρ
[Gy], (1.4)
where LET is expressed in [MeV/cm], ρ is the density of the absorbing
material (in the case of biological material, it is usually considered as being
water equivalent, ρ = 1 [g/cm3]), and the constant 1.602−10 [J ] enables
conversion of MeV to Gy.
In many publications concerning biological experiments also the ’dose-
averaged’ LET is reported. It is evaluated at the cell sample position if cells
seeded into a Petri dish are irradiated with an ion beam. The averaged Linear
Energy Transfer, LETdose (Belli et al. (2008)):
LETdose =
∑
i LET
2
i · F (LETi)∑
i LETi · F (LETi)
. (1.5)
assumes that in each unit of path length, there are particles (projectile as
well as secondary particles) of specified LETi and fluence, F (LETi) which
all contribute to given effect. The stopping power of each particle is thus
weighted by its relative contribution to the total absorbed dose.
In calculations of the Track Structure model the values of stopping power
for heavy ions, LETi, of kinetic energy per nucleon
E
A
are derived from the
proton LET values using the expression given by Barkas & Berger (1964):
LETi(Z,
E
A
) = LETp(E)
(
z∗(β)
z∗p(β)
)2
, (1.6)
here z∗ and z∗p are the effective charges (as defined below) of the ion and
proton, respectively and LETp(E) is the stopping power of the proton of
kinetic energy E. Calculations of LETp(E) as a function proton energy,
originally made by Robert Katz and his co-workers, were based on the tables
of stopping power published by Janni (1982). In this work we based our
calculations of LETp(E) on the more recent tables of proton stopping power
published in 1993 by the International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurements (ICRU (1993)). Comparison between these two data sources
(points), together with respective parametrization (lines) of the data for pro-
tons is presented in Fig. 1.4. For parametrization details see Appendix A.
The algorithm for calculating ion stopping power values from proton stop-
ping power values, as given by Janni, was described by Waligo´rski (1988).
As shown in Fig. 1.4, the main discrepancy between the Janni (1982) and
ICRU (1993) tables is observed over proton energies below 1 MeV .
12
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Figure 1.4: The stopping power as a function of proton energy. Data, for
liquid water, from tables of Janni (1982) are compared with recent data of
ICRU (1993).
In this work eq.(1.6) was multiplied by an additional factor to obtain
better agreement of the LET values calculated using this equation and those
listed in (ICRU (2005)) for ions of 3 ≤ Z ≤ 18 and in the energy range
below 10 MeV/n. The atomic number, Z-dependent factor was introduced
for ions of atomic number 3 ≤ Z ≤ 18 and of energies 1.5 · 10−2MeV/n ≤
E
A
≤ 10 MeV/n, as given in Appendix A. Values of stopping power for ions
heavier than protons, calculated using eq.(1.6), together with the respective
data from ICRU (2005) are presented in Fig. 1.5.
In many equations the ’effective charge’ of an ion of charge Z and relative
speed β, is given by the formula of Barkas (1963):
z∗ = Z
[
1− e(−125βZ−2/3)
]
, (1.7)
and replaces the ion charge Z. The ’effective charge’ represents the effect of
partial screening of the charge of the ion at energies below a few MeV/n.
For protons eq.(1.7) takes the form:
z∗p = 1− e(−125β). (1.8)
In Fig. 1.6 effective charge, z∗, calculated for ions of different atomic numbers
(Z = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) is plotted against the energy of the ion.
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Figure 1.5: Values of stopping power (LET∞) for He, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F,
Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl and Ar ions. Points represent data for liquid
water from ICRU (1993) and ICRU (2005); Lines - values calculated using
eq.(1.6) multiplied by the Z-dependent correction factor where necessary (see
Appendix A).
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1.3 Interaction of ionizing radiation with biolog-
ical systems
Effects caused by ionizing radiation may occur at any level of organization of
the living species, ranging from single molecules within individual cell to its
tissues and organs. At the basic molecular level, ionization of atoms within
a particular biomolecule may result in a measurable biological effect which
depends on a number of factors. The number of copies available and the
importance of the molecule in the cell structure are crucial factors which
determine the outcome of exposure to radiation. Because DNA, the basic
element of cell replication, is present only as a single, double-stranded copy,
changes in its structure due to exposure to ionizing radiation may lead to
major consequences. Unrepaired or incorrectly repaired damage of the DNA
may lead to potentially malignant cell transformation or to cell death.
Both indirect and direct radiation action may contribute to the DNA
damage. Direct action of radiation occurs when particle ionizes molecules of
the single DNA strand, or both strands, directly. Indirect action of radiation
involves water molecules which are the most abundant molecules in the cell
(75−85% of the cell mass). Radiation interacts with water to produce highly
reactive free radicals that are able to migrate far enough to reach and damage
the DNA. The scheme of direct and indirect actions of radiation on the DNA
is shown in Fig. 1.7. The indirect process goes through the following stages:
radiation ionizes the molecules of water found in the cell’s nucleus:
H2O
radiation−−−−−−→ H2O+ + e−
H2O
+ is an ion radical. The primary ion radicals are short-lived (with a
lifetime of about 10−10 second). The ionized water molecule reacts with
another non-ionized water molecule to form aqueous hydrogen (hydrogen
captured by a molecule of water) and a hydroxyl radical
H2O
+ +H2O −→ H3O+ +OH•
or interacts with a free electron to produce an excited water molecule
H2O
+ + e −→ H2O∗
which dissociates to hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals
H2O
∗ −→ H• +OH•.
The hydroxyl radical has a lifetime about 10−9 seconds and this free radical
is highly reactive. It may diffuse a short distance to reach a critical target
in the DNA within the cell nucleus.
Organic radicals of the longest lifetime (about 10−5 seconds) are formed
either by direct ionization or by reaction of HO• radicals with biologically
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Figure 1.7: Scheme of direct and indirect actions of radiation on the DNA.
Figure reprinted from Hall & Garccia (2006).
important molecules, for example with the DNA (Hall & Garccia (2006)).
As a result of the action of the hydroxyl radical, a hydrogen atom is removed
from an organic compound to produce water and an alkyl radical
RH +OH• −→ H2O +R•.
It was Mottram (1936) who first discovered that the presence of oxygen
enhances the biological effect of radiation. Nowadays we know that the oxy-
gen reacts with the free hydrogen radical which had formed during water
radiolysis, to produce the hydroperoxyl radical:
H• +O2 −→ HO•2.
The resulting radical in the presence of another such radical or a hydrogen
radical can form hydrogen peroxide, which is a highly oxidative molecule.
2HO•2 −→ H2O•2 +O2
HO•2 +H
• −→ H2O•2
The alkyl radical also reacts promptly with oxygen to form the dangerous
peroxy radical:
R• +O2 −→ RO2
From the point of view of cell death, the presence of these radicals is the
most dangerous because they cause intensive damage to the DNA.
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Indirect action constitutes about 70% of the total damage produced in
DNA after low-LET radiation, such as X-rays, whereas direct interaction
is the dominant process when high-LET radiation interacts with living or-
ganisms (Hall & Garccia (2006)). The damage to DNA resulting from the
indirect and direct action of radiation is in principle similar. The type and
frequency of the induced damage depends on the geometrical distribution of
ionization events, i.e. on the LET of radiation. Base modification, base loss,
sugar damage, single strand breaks (SSB), double strand breaks (DBS), DNA
cross-links, DNA-protein cross-links have been identified as a different types
of radiation damage to the DNA. Some of these are schematically presented
in Fig. 1.8. Single-strand breaks are of little biological consequence as they
can be easily repaired using the opposite strand as a template. The presence
of double-strand breaks (DSB) of the DNA often has the most catastrophic
consequences, in terms of the cell’s reproductive integrity. These are difficult
to repair as DSB may snap the chromatin into two parts. As a consequence
the specific genetic information may be irreversibly lost, leading to cell death,
or carcinogenesis.
Figure 1.8: Scheme of the DNA molecule with different types of modifica-
tions.
1.4 Survival of cells in culture after exposure to
ionizing radiation
In radiobiology, ’cell death’ means that the cell loses its ’reproductive’ or
’clonogenic’ activity, or it is no longer able to continue its tissue-specific
functions (Gasin´ska (2001), Gunderson & Tepper (2000)), though it may
be still physically present, metabolically active, and may even be able to
undergo one or two mitoses. In contrast, ’cell survival’ denotes the ability of
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the cell to sustain proliferation indefinitely, in the case of proliferating cells
(including those cultured in vitro, stem cells of normal tissues and tumour
clonogens), and in the case of nonproliferating cells (nerve cells or muscle
cells) - the ability to sustain specific biological functions after their exposure
to ionizing radiation.
Figure 1.9: Scheme of the cell culture technique used to generate a cell
survival curve. Control - from 100 seeded cells 90 cells grow into a colony.
Plating efficiency is equal 90%. For dose 2 Gy - from 400 seeded cells 72
cells grow into a colony. Surviving fraction after exposure to 2 Gy is equal:
72/400× 0.9 = 0.16. Figure reprinted from Hall & Garccia (2006).
The capability of a single cell to grow into a colony of at least 50 daughter
cells after exposure to ionization radiation, is a proof that it has retained its
reproductive capacity. The threshold of 50 daughter cells is arbitrary (Kausch
et al. (2003)). A specimen of normal or tumour tissue is first mechanically cut
into small pieces and next dissolved using the trypsin enzyme into a single-cell
suspension. It is then seeded into a Petri dish, covered with an appropriate
complex growth medium and maintained under specific conditions to grow
and divide (Hall & Garccia (2006)). Every few days the cells are removed
from the surface of the dish and diluted with trypsin, which allows a small
but known number of cells to be re-seeded in culture flasks after some time,
to be used in radiobiological experiments. Cell samples are then irradiated
with known doses of ionizing radiation. Following these exposures, cells are
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incubated and after 1-2 weeks are fixed and stained. Unfortunately, even if
a cell sample is not irradiated, for variety of reasons that affect the ability
of cells to reproduce, not all seeded cells will form a colony. The factor
indicating the percentage of cells seeded, which grow into colonies is called
’plating efficiency’ and is given by the formula:
PE =
Number of colonies counted
Number of cells seeded
× 100 . (1.9)
For example, if there are 60 colonies counted on the dish, the plating efficiency
is 60%, per 100 seeded cells. For cells seeded in a parallel dish, exposed to a
dose of ionization radiation, fixed and stained after 1-2 weeks, the surviving
fraction of these cells is calculated as follows:
Surviving Fraction =
Colonies counted
Cells seeded × (PE/100) . (1.10)
The number of cells seeded per dish is adjusted to the expected survival
following the exposure to a dose of radiation. The surviving fraction can be
evaluated for a set of cell samples irradiated separately to a certain set of
doses (see also Fig. 1.9). In such a way one can obtain the dose-survival
dependence - the survival curve for cells in culture (or ’in vitro’ ). The cell
survival curve is usually plotted on semi-logarithmic scale, with dose values
plotted on the linear x-axis. The cell survival curve provides a relationship
between the absorbed dose of the radiation and the portion of the cells that
survive (or retain their reproductive integrity) after that dose. The type of
the cells, their oxygen status, the phase in the cell cycle they are irradiated
at, and type (LET) of radiation are factors which affect the shape of the
cell survival curve. Depending on these factors one may observe a variety of
survival curve shapes, form purely exponential (linear on a semi-logarithmic
scale) to shouldered ones (with a linear, or exponential, initial part, curved
in the intermediate dose region and again linear-exponential at higher doses).
The cell survival curve can be represented by many different mathemat-
ical descriptions. For the purpose of this work two such descriptions will
be discussed: linear-quadratic and multi-target. Details about other descrip-
tions may be found elsewhere (Gasin´ska (2001)). As an example, the survival
curve of V79 Chinese hamster cells, represented by the linear-quadratic and
multi-target descriptions, both best-fitted to the survival data points, are
presented in Fig. 1.10.
1.4.1 Survival curves - multi-target single-hit description
The general multi-target single-hit formula to describe the survival curve is
as follows:
S(D) = 1−
(
1− e− DD0
)m
. (1.11)
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Figure 1.10: Survival of V79 Chinese hamster cells after irradiation by 200 kV
X-rays. Full lines show the multi-target or linear-quadratic representations
best-fitted to the measured data points. Red line: multi-target model with
m = 2.91, and D0 = 2.05 Gy (for parameter values, see Section 3.6). Blue
line: linear-quadratic model with α = 0.184 Gy−1 and β = 0.02 Gy−2. Data
points (•) and their errors together with the values of α and β are from
Furusawa et al. (2000).
The two parameters used in this description are D0, the ’characteristic’ dose
related to the radiosensitivity of the cell, and m - the ’number of targets’ pa-
rameter, which enables the ’curvature’ of the survival curve to be generated.
If m = 1, eq.(1.11) reduces to 1− e−D/D0 , and represents a purely exponen-
tial (linear) survival curve, with D0 representing the dose that reduces cell
survival to 37% (1/e) of the initial population.
One may interpret the last expression by assuming a single target in a
cell to be inactivated after receiving a given portion of dose, i.e. a ’hit’. If
the cell were to contain m such ’1-hits’ targets, all m of which must receive
a ’hit’ for the cell as a whole to be inactivated, then eq.(1.11) obtains. In
the case of m ’1-hit’ targets in each cell, in a population of cells exposed
to a low dose, only some of these targets will receive ’hits’, so most cells
will survive. As the dose increases, the number of targets ’hit’ in each cell
cumulatively increases, and finally, as the dose increases even further, the
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dose response of the cell population becomes exponential, as the remaining
targets in each cell receive their ’hits’. Thus, initially, at low doses, the slope
of the survival curve represented by eq.(1.11) is zero, then there is a curvature
at intermediate doses of the order of D0, and exponential decrease at higher
doses - the steeper, the higher the value of m.
In the above interpretation, the number m of ’1-hit’ targets in each cell
may acquire only integer values. In practice, as shown in Fig. 1.10, real
numbers representing the m-parameter may be best-fitted to experimentally
measured survival curves. The zero initial slope postulated by the ’1-hit’ m-
target representation of the survival curve has often been contested as being
inconsistent with results observed in survival curves measured for mammalian
cells (Gunderson & Tepper (2000)).
1.4.2 Survival curves - linear-quadratic description
The linear-quadratic representation of measured survival curves is extensively
used in radiation biology. The survival curve is described by an expression
containing a linear and a quadratic component in the exponent, as follows:
S(D) = e(−α·D−β·D
2). (1.12)
An often quoted interpretation of this equation assumes that a double strand
break in the DNA helix is the critical damage which can lead to cell death.
At low doses, where the linear (purely exponential) dependence of survival
on dose dominates, a double-strand break may arise from a single energy
deposition event involving both strands of the DNA. At high doses, where
the quadratic dependence on the dose dominates, two separate events, each
involving a single strand may result in double strand beak of the DNA (Chad-
wick & Leenhouts (1973)).
Representation of the survival curve by eq.(1.12) gives a linear (purely
exponential) dependence at low doses which implies (in contrast to the multi-
target single-hit representation) that even the smallest dose of radiation re-
sults in a finite chance of killing a cell. At high doses, the linear-quadratic
representation gives a continuous curvature of the survival curve, which dis-
agrees with much of the radiobiological data (Hall & Garccia (2006)).
Whether represented by multi-target single-hit or linear-quadratic for-
mulae, cell populations are far more complex. None of these oversimplified
representations are able to account for low dose hypersensitivity (Marples &
Joiner (1993)) or non-target effects, such as bystander effects (Mothersill &
Seymour (1997)) or genomic instability (Kadhim et al. (1992)).
1.4.3 Relative Biological Effectiveness
The biological effect (for instance cell survival or number of chromosomal
aberration) caused by the ionizing radiation depends on the pattern of en-
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ergy deposition at the microscopic level. Equal doses of different types of
radiation do not result in equal responses of the biological system. As high-
LET radiation (charged particles) is more densely ionizing than low-LET
radiation, it deposits much more energy in a particular ’micro’ target vol-
ume (i.e. cell), which presumably leads to a larger number of double-strand
breaks (Brenner & Ward (1992)) and more complex and severe damage of
the DNA (Anderson et al. (2002)). The fraction of cells killed is linked to
the number of sites of irreparable DNA damage. Thus, high-LET radiation
is more biologically effective than low-LET radiation. The factor which de-
scribes differences in the response of cells to doses of radiation of different
quality is called relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and is defined as the
ratio of the dose of reference, low-LET radiation (usually X- or γ-rays) to
that of high-LET tested radiation required to achieve the same level of a
given biological endpoint. In this work the comparison will be made mainly
between X-rays and ion beams, hence the RBE at a given isoeffect level can
be represented as follows:
RBE =
DX−rays
Dion beam
∣∣∣∣∣
isoeffect
, (1.13)
where DX−rays and Dion beam is the dose of reference radiation and the dose
of test radiation respectively, that yield the same level of biological effect
(isoeffect). If the survival curves are represented by the linear-quadratic
formula, eq.(1.12) then an alternative definition of RBE may be used, namely
RBEα, which represents the ’maximum RBE’ at the ’zero-dose’ limit. It is
calculated as the ratio of the α coefficients representing the initial slopes
of the linear-quadratic equation describing the survival curve after doses of
heavy ions, αi, and of the reference radiation, αγ:
RBEα =
αi
αγ
. (1.14)
The RBE value depends on the biological endpoint under consideration. The
RBE cannot be uniquely defined for a given radiation, since it depends on
many different factors. It depends on the linear energy transfer (LET) and
also on the kind of particle. Different kinds of particles but of the same LET
may lead to different values of RBE in the same cell system, because of the
different track structure of these ions. Moreover, RBE varies with the dose,
dose per fraction, degree of oxygenation, cell or type of tissue (IAEA (2008)).
1.4.4 Oxygen Enhancement Ratio
Oxygen is probably the best-known chemical agent that modifies the bio-
logical effect of ionizing radiation. Presence of oxygen during irradiation
intensifies the action of free radicals and promotes the production of more
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stable and more toxic peroxides (see Section 1.3). Oxygen sensitizes cells and
increases the radiation damage. Cells exposed to ionizing radiation in the
presence of oxygen are more radiosensitive, and are more radioresistant in
its absence, which is reflected in the shapes of the respective survival curves.
For a given cell line, survival of cells is lower in aerobic than that in hypoxic
conditions, after exposure to the same type of ionizing radiation. This is of
importance in radiotherapy, as fast-growing tumour cells are usually hypoxic
for lack of sufficient blood supply, and are therefore more radioresistant than
the neighbouring healthy and well-oxygenated cells. The oxygen enhance-
ment ratio (OER) describes the difference between the response of hypoxic
and aerobic cells at a given level of survival, and is given by the formula:
OER =
Dhypoxic
Daerobic
∣∣∣∣∣
isoeffect
, (1.15)
where Dhypoxic is the dose given under hypoxic and Daerobic is the dose given
under aerobic condition, both resulting in the same level of biological effect.
The oxygen enhancement ratio depends on the LET of radiation and usually
decreases with increasing LET of ions, which is advantageous in ion beam
radiotherapy (see Section 1.5).
1.5 Ion beam radiotherapy
The general aim of radiotherapy, regardless of its type, is to deposit the
prescribed dose to the tumour volume in order to fully inactivate the tumour
cells in that volume, while sparing to the extent possible the neighbouring
healthy tissues.
In conventional external beam radiotherapy, doses of ionizing radiation
are delivered by high-energy X-ray or electron beams of energy range 4 −
20 MeV , generated by medical electron accelerators.
In ion beam radiotherapy, inactivation of cells in the tumour volume is
achieved by energetic ions (typically protons or carbon ions) accelerated to
several hundred MeV/n by dedicated accelerators, such as a synchrotron or
cyclotron.
1.5.1 Ion beam versus conventional radiotherapy
From the physical and clinical points of view, features of ion beam radiother-
apy with proton beams and with beams of carbon ions are different. The
distinction basically follows from the widely different stopping power (LET)
of these ions: proton LET values are much lower then those of ions heavier
than helium. With respect to photon and electron beams applied in con-
ventional radiotherapy, the advantage of proton beam therapy stems mainly
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from physical considerations due to which a better dose distribution with
depth in the patient may be obtained. On the other hand, the clinical ad-
vantages of heavier ions are due not only to these physical aspects, but also to
biological considerations, such as the enhanced RBE or OER, characterising
such ion beams (Schulz-Ertner et al. (2006), Schulz-Ertner & Tsujii (2007)).
Figure 1.11: A comparison of the relative depth-dose distributions from con-
ventional external radiotherapy beams of 18 MeV photons, 120 keV X-rays,
60Co γ-rays and from a monoenergetic carbon ion beam of initial energy
250 MeV/n. Figure reprinted from Kraft (2001). Note that the relative
depth-dose distributions for conventional beams are normalized to a value of
2 at dose maximum, while the carbon beam dose distribution is normalized
to 1 at beam entrance.
The relative depth-dose distribution of low voltage X-ray machines, a Co-
gamma radiotherapy beam, and a 18 MeV X-ray beam from a medical linear
accelerator, all used in conventional radiotherapy, and from a monoenergetic
carbon beam of initial energy 250 MeV , are compared in Fig. 1.11.
The photon beams deposit their highest dose rates at depths below 5 cm
in water, the dose rate next gradually decreasing at larger depths. This is
not very convenient for treating deeply seated tumours, as tissues in front of
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Figure 1.12: The principle of the spread-out Bragg Peak. Beams of protons of
different energies are superimposed in order to cover the tumour dimension,
here extending between 1.25 and 2.75 cm depth with the desired dose. For
a carbon beam, adjustment of this ’physical dose’ profile to correct for the
effective RBE of such a beam superposition would be necessary (see Section
1.5.2 and Fig. 1.13).
such tumours receive an unnecessarily high dose. In the case of ion beams
the relative dose-depth distributions are quite different - the entrance dose
rate is quite low, while with increasing depth of penetration the ions lose
their energy and their energy loss per unit path length (LET) increases.
As a consequence, the relative dose rate will gradually rise until the track
end, where ions deposit an extremely large amount of energy over a very
narrow range, an effect called the Bragg peak. Next, for protons, the dose
rate falls rapidly to zero as the charged particles finally stop at their full
range. In the case of carbon ions, apart from the sudden decrease of dose
rate beyond the Bragg peak, a characteristic ’tail’ extends, representing the
dose deposited by secondary ions, lighter than the primary ions of the beam.
These secondary particles are produced by nuclear reactions of the primary
ions with nuclei of the absorber atoms. The speed of these secondary particles
is only slightly less than that of the primary particles, therefore, the newly
created fragments, of charges lower than that of the beam particles, travel
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to distances exceeding the range of the main beam, thus adding unnecessary
exposure of tissues close to the target volume. However, ion beams will
deposit most of their dose at greater depths than photons or electron beams,
the optimum depth being adjustable by varying the entrance energy of the
ion beam.
The width od the Bragg peak in a beam of monoenergetic particles is
usually too small to fully cover the treatment volume. Therefore, beams of
different energies have to be superimposed, as shown in Fig. 1.12, to produce
a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) and to deliver the dose to the whole tumour.
Due to their higher LET, charged particles are biologically more effective
than photons. The factor describing this difference is the relative biological
effectiveness, RBE (see Section 1.4.3). Typical values of RBE for carbon
radiotherapy beams range between 2 and 4, depending on the treatment
procedure and type of tumour treated (Tsujii et al. (2008)).
Another advantage when applying carbon beams in radiotherapy is the
possibility of reducing the oxygen enhancement ratio, i.e. enhancing the
radiosensitivity of anoxic tumour cells (see Section 1.4.4). Also, since the cell-
cycle dependence of radiation sensitivity of the cells and their repair ability
are reduced with increasing LET (observed as a reduction of the curvature
of their survival curves), the possibility arises of reducing the number of
fractions in the patient’s treatment course (hypofractionation). Since the
lateral scattering of the beam of ions decreases with increasing charge Z
of the ion, better coverage of the tumour volume allows higher doses to be
delivered to the irradiated volume(dose escalation).
Despite the many advantages of ion beam radiotherapy, clinical appli-
cations of this relatively new modality are limited to selected tumour types
and localisations. The high cost of the ion accelerator technology, when faced
with advances in the much cheaper and more available photon beam delivery
techniques using medical accelerators (such as IMRT - Intensity Modulated
Radiotherapy; IGRT - Image Guided Radiotherapy, etc.) supported by the
rapidly developing medical imaging technology, will make ion beam radio-
therapy the clinical choice only for very selective cases. Proton beam ra-
diotherapy is presently the clinically recommended choice for treating uveal
melanoma and an option in treating paediatric tumours, skull base tumours
and head-and-neck tumours, or inoperable early stage lung cancer. Carbon
beams have been used with success to treat skull base chordomas and chon-
drosarcomas, and other intracranial tumours, as well as in paraspinal and
sacral bone tumours, but also at several other localizations (Schulz-Ertner
& Tsujii (2007)). The potential superiority of ion beam radiotherapy over
other modalities is yet to be demonstrated by systematic clinical trials, but
the clinical advantages of proton radiotherapy in treating ocular melanoma
and paediatric tumours, as well as those of carbon beams in treating skull
base chardomas and chondrosarcomas are quite clear, soon to be followed by
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other sites as ion radiotherapy matures and becomes more available world-
wide. Several very exhaustive review articles an books are available, where
the historical development, clinical advantages, and rationale of patient se-
lection for ion radiotherapy are described (e.g., Durante & Loeffler (2010),
Schulz-Ertner et al. (2006), Tsujii et al. (2008), Linz (1995)).
1.5.2 Biologically weighted dose
Due to the higher biological effectiveness of heavy ion beams, the basic ques-
tion that has to be answered during the treatment planning routine for ion
radiotherapy is how to adjust the dose profile of the ion beam over the tumour
volume to achieve uniform cell inactivation in that volume. The tumour cell
survival level should be the same as that achieved by prescribing the ap-
propriate dose in conventional external photon beam radiotherapy. This is
the how the concept arose of the biologically weighted dose referred to as
’biological dose’, DRBE, which is the product of the physical (absorbed) dose,
DPhys, multiplied by the value of RBE:
DRBE = DPhys · RBE, (1.16)
The concept of biological dose is illustrated in Fig. 1.13, where a compari-
son is made between the dose vs. depth distributions of absorbed (or ’phys-
ical’) dose (black line), and of isoeffective biologically weighted (’biological’)
dose (red line). The case considered concerns a tumour located between 100
and 160 mm depth, irradiated by a SOBP of carbon ions of initial energy
290 MeV/n. The RBE of carbon ions as a function of LET significantly
increases with depth. In order to obtain a uniform distribution of biological
dose within the tumour volume the distribution of absorbed dose has to be
properly adjusted. To compensate for the higher RBE at the distal end of
the carbon ion beam range, the physical dose has to decrease with depth
(IAEA (2008)).
In ion radiotherapy the RBE plays the role of a weighting factor to account
for changes in radiation quality along the beam range. Although the RBE
appears to be a simple concept, its clinical application is complex because
local values of RBE vary along the beam range and depend on many factors,
such as particle type, energy, dose, dose per fraction and cell or tissue type
(see Section 1.4.3), in a manner difficult to predict or represent quantitatively.
Only in the case of protons is this the situation somewhat simpler. The
experimentally established degree of RBE variation in many in vitro systems
irradiated with protons of energies ranging between 60 and 250 MeV is
very low. The RBE values for protons are consistent with a mean RBE
of 1.1 (ICRU (2007)). Therefore at all proton radiotherapy establishments
only a single value of RBE= 1.1 is employed in treatment planning systems,
independently of dose, fractionation scheme, position in the SOBP, tissue
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Figure 1.13: Illustration of the idea of biological dose. The full line in black
represents the ’physical dose’ deposited by carbon ions within the SOBP,
the line in red represents the isoeffective biologically weighted dose. Figure
reprinted from IAEA (2008).
type, etc. For heavy ion radiotherapy beams, determination of the RBE
for clinical use is much more complicated, as discussed above. In addition, a
further complication is the presence in the primary beam of lighter secondary
fragments which provide an additional significant contribution to the final
biological effect.
Experimental evaluation of the RBE values in a heavy ion beam for all
clinically relevant conditions is impossible. Thus, application of relevant
biophysical models is necessary in heavy ion beam therapy planning.
1.6 Treatment planning systems for ion beam ra-
diotherapy
A number of proton therapy planning systems (TPS) are presently in use,
such as XiO (produced by Elekta), Eclipse (produced by Varian Medical
Systems), RayStation (produced by RaySearch Laboratories). Currently,
only two such therapy planning systems are used clinically for carbon beam
radiotherapy: the Treatment Planning for Particles (TRiP) - developed at
the Gesellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in Darmstadt by the group
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of Prof. Gerhard Kraft (Scholz et al. (1997)) and the carbon beam treat-
ment planning system developed at the at National Institute of Radiological
Sciences (NIRS) at Chiba, Japan (Kanai et al. (1997)). These treatment
planning systems were tailored to the specific needs of the respective fa-
cilities. The GSI-Darmastadt (and now HIT-Heidelberg) groups use active
beam scanning, while the Japanese group at NIRS has up to now used pas-
sive spreading of the Bragg peak. Two further projects concerning treatment
planning software for carbon ion scanning beams are under development, one
by a group at the Istituto Nazionalle di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) in Italy, in
collaboration with the Ion Beam Applications (IBA) company (Russo et al.
(2011)). The other scanning carbon beam TPS is being developed by the
Japanese group at NIRS (Inaniwa et al. (2008)), to be applied in a new
treatment facility which will use the raster scan method, added to the exist-
ing Heavy-Ion Medical Accelerator (HIMAC) facility in Chiba.
It is generally accepted that in order to give a complete description of
the biological dose distribution inside the patient’s body, originating from
carbon beams, the treatment planning systems should contain two distinct
components: the physical part, or beam transport (to deliver the physical
dose, or sets of energy-fluence spectra at different depths, as an output) and
the biophysical part (to deliver the appropriate RBE values).
1.6.1 Calculation of physical dose distribution
The existing physical dose calculation algorithms for ion beams have been
usually based on the pencil beam approximation. Several Monte Carlo (MC)
codes exist that are capable of computing dose distributions for light ion radi-
ation therapy. MC codes such as FLUKA, GEANT 4, PHITS and SHIELD-
HIT have also been adapted to calculate carbon beam transport through
different media (Hollmark (2008)). Because the MC techniques are too ma-
chine time-consuming, an analytical pencil beam model of depth dose distri-
butions for a range of ion species was proposed by Hollmark et al. (2004).
This analytical method uses a pencil beam algorithm model in which the
analytical approach is combined with the MC code SHIELD-HIT07 to de-
rive physical dose distributions of light ions transported in tissue-equivalent
media. Multiple scattering of primary and secondary ions was considered.
The contribution to the dose from fragmentation processes has so far not
been included. Another semi-analytical model was developed by Kundrat
(2007), using energy-loss and range tables generated by the SRIM code (ver-
sion SRIM-2003.26) for calculating depth-dose distributions, and an ana-
lytical method to describe energy loss by straggling and nuclear reactions.
However, reaction products were not included in the calculation and their
contribution to dose depositions from primary ions was neglected. Such ana-
lytical approaches are much faster to compute but are not yet as accurate as
MC simulation, so considerable further development in this area is necessary.
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The solutions for the physical dose calculation developed within the par-
ticular treatment planning systems already applied for clinical use are dis-
cussed together with the respective TPS project within which they are inte-
grated.
1.6.2 Biophysical modelling for carbon beams
To be applicable in the treatment planning system for carbon ions, the bio-
physical model has to fulfil several basic conditions: it has to provide cal-
culations of the RBE dependences on such factors as particle type, energy,
dose and cell or tissue type; it has to provide the calculation of the RBE
in a mixed radiation field of therapeutic ion beams, consisting of particles
of different energies and atomic numbers, with accuracy required in clinical
radiotherapy; its analytical formulation should be fast and robust in order
to be applicable to massive calculations required for ion beam radiotherapy
planning.
Many different biophysical models have been developed to calculate and
predict the response of cells in vitro after their irradiation, but only a few
are able to fulfil the above requirements. The models to be considered are:
the Local Effect Model - LEM (Scholz et al. (1997)), the modified Micro-
dosimetric Kinetic Model - MKM (Inaniwa et al. (2010)), the Probabilistic
Two-Stage Model (Kundrat (2007)) and, as we shall demonstrate in this
work, the cellular Track Structure Theory - TST, developed much earlier by
Robert Katz and co-workers (Katz (1978)).
The two biophysical approaches currently applied in clinical treatment
planning systems (TPS) for carbon radiotherapy beams, will now be briefly
outlined.
1.6.2.1 The GSI-Darmstadt/HIT Heidelberg TPS project
The Treatment Planning for Particles (TRiP) code developed at Gesellschaft
fu¨r Schwerionenforschung (GSI) Darmstadt by Prof. Gerhard Kraft’s group
is the most advanced TPS, dedicated to the active beam scanning technique.
The TRiP software includes a physical beam model and a radiobiological
model - the Local Effect Model (LEM). Additionally, inverse planning tech-
niques are implemented in order to obtain a uniform distribution of biologi-
cally equivalent dose in the target volume.
The physical beam model developed by Kra¨mer et al. (2000) allows depth
dose profiles for ion beams of various initial energies to be generated. This
numerical transport code is based on the tabulated values of energy loss, and
includes the most important basic interactions, such as energy loss, straggling
and generation of secondary fragments. Calculations of the depth dose dis-
tribution made for homogeneous media (water) are pre-calculated for a set of
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initial ion energies and stored as a reference data set. Since the TRiP’s trans-
port code does not exploit time-consuming Monte Carlo methods, physical
dose profiles can be evaluated efficiently, within a few minutes.
As for the biophysical part of the TRiP, the Local Effect Model (Scholz
et al. (1997)) is implemented. LEM and Track Structure Theory have the
common feature of relating the biological effectiveness of charged particle
radiations to the radial distributions of dose around the ion’s path. Since
there are differences in the formalisms of LEM and TST which link the
radial dose distribution to cell survival, their framework may lead to different
predictions of the clinical outcome of carbon therapy. A comprehensive study
of the differences in the principles of the two track structure approaches as
well as in the model predictions of cell survival of V79 cells after proton
beam irradiation was performed by Paganetti & Goitein (2001). Here we
only recapitulate the main features of the LEM model.
The number of surviving cells is equal to the fraction of cells carrying
no lethal event. If NX denotes the average number of lethal events per cell,
according to the Poisson distribution, the surviving fraction of cells after
their exposure to a dose of photon radiation is:
SX(D) = e
−NX(D), (1.17)
and therefore:
NX(D) = −lnSX(D). (1.18)
From this number, the dose-dependent event density, vX(D) for photon ra-
diation can be introduced:
vX(D) =
NX
Vnucleus
=
−lnSX(D)
Vnucleus
, (1.19)
where Vnucleus is the volume of the cell nucleus and D is the photon dose.
The principal assumption of LEM model is that the biological effect is
determined by the local spatial energy deposition in small sub-volumes (i.e.
the cell nucleus), but is independent of the particular type of radiation leading
to that energy deposition. Thus, the differences in biological action of ions are
attributed to the energy deposition pattern of charged particles, as compared
with photon irradiation. The energy deposition pattern after irradiation by
charged particles is determined essentially by secondary electrons liberated
by the passing ion, and within the LEM model this pattern is described as a
function of distance r from the ion’s trajectory, as follows:
D(r) =

λ LET/r2min if r < rmin
λ LET/r2 if rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax
0 if r > rmax
(1.20)
where LET denotes the linear energy transfer and λ is a normalization con-
stant to ensure that the radial integral reproduces the value of LET. The
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parameter rmin describes the transition from the inner part of the track,
where a constant local dose is assumed, to the 1/r2 behaviour, and rmax is
the maximum radius determined by the δ-electrons with the highest energy.
Given the local dose distribution, eq.(1.20), the average number of lethal
events induced per cell by heavy ion irradiation, can be obtained (Elsa¨sser
et al. (2008)):
NIon =
∫
vIon(D(x, y, z)) dVnucleus, (1.21)
where vion denotes the lethal event density after ion irradiation. According to
the main assumption of the LEM model, the local dose effect is independent
of the radiation quality and thus vIon(D) = vX(D) is assumed. Inserting
eq.(1.19) into eq.(1.21) one obtains:
NIon =
∫
vIon(D(x, y, z)) dVnucleus =
∫ −logSX(D(x, y, z))
Vnucleus
dVnucleus,
(1.22)
where SX(d) denotes the photon dose-response curve given by a modified
linear-quadratic model:
SX(d) =
{
e−(αD+βD
2) if D ≤ Dt
e−(αDt+βD
2
t+smax(D−Dt)) if D > Dt
(1.23)
The survival curve for X-rays is assumed to be shouldered with a purely
exponential tail, of slope smax = α+2βDt, at doses greater than the threshold
dose, Dt. Finally, the number of surviving cells is given by the fraction of
cells carrying no lethal event. According to the Poisson distribution, for a
given pattern of particle traversals, the ion survival probability SIon for a cell
is given by
SIon = e
−NIon . (1.24)
In the LEM, the parameters necessary to predict the cell survival fraction are:
α, β, Dt and rmin. In order to obtain the outcome of the LEM model accord-
ing to eq.(1.22), calculations using Monte Carlo methods are necessary. This
makes the computing times unacceptable when model predictions are imple-
mented to the treatment planing system. To make the TRiP code usable in
therapy planning, certain approximations have been introduced to speed up
the computation (Scholz et al. (1997)). Kra¨mer & Scholz (2006) proposed a
fast calculation method using a low-dose approximation, allowing for more
sophisticated treatment planning in ion radiotherapy. The LEM model was
twice improved in order to obtain better agreement with experimental data
obtained using beam dosimetry and cell cultures in vitro. The original ver-
sion of this model (LEM I) overestimated the effective (biologically-corrected)
dose in the entrance channel and underestimated the effect in the Bragg peak
region. To make more accurate calculations the effects of clustered damage
in the DNA were included into the cell survival curve after photon irradiation
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(LEM II). Nevertheless, this model still showed a tendency similar to that
of the original version. The next step was to introduce a parametrization of
the rmin which in the previous version was maintained constant. The new
velocity-dependent radius rmin of the inner part of the track, introduced in
LEM III, almost completely compensated the systematic deviations in RBE
predictions (Elsa¨sser et al. (2008)). Since in 2009 all the know-how achieved
by the GSI - Darmstadt group was taken over by Siemens, no further infor-
mation on consecutive improvements of this model is available.
The TRiP TPS code software has been in clinical use at GSI since the
beginning of the ion radiotherapy pilot project in 1997 until it ended in 2009.
Over this period, 440 patients were planned and treated. Currently TRiP
is used in clinical therapy planning at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center
(HIT) which began its operation in November 2009. Further development of
the carbon TRiP for the HIT clinical facility is now handled on a commercial
basis by Siemens.
1.6.2.2 The NIRS-HIMAC TPS project
A different approach in designing the SOBP for carbon ion beam radiother-
apy is applied at the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator (HIMAC). In contrast
to TRiP, the treatment planning system used at the HIMAC is designed for a
beam-delivery system based on passive shaping techniques. For clinical trials
at HIMAC the carbon beam was chosen, because it possesses similar LET
characteristics as the fast neutron beam which had been used for radiother-
apy at NIRS for over 20 years. Basing on clinical equivalence between carbon
and fast neutron radiotherapy, best use was made of the clinical experience
acquired so far with fast neutrons. The design of the SOBP at HIMAC is
a three-step process. The first step consists in calculating the physical dose
distribution. Next, the biological dose is designed in order to achieve the pre-
scribed uniform survival level for tumour cells within the SOBP region. At
the end of this process, the clinical dose is calculated to achieve a biological
response similar to that which would be achieved from a fast neutron beam
irradiation.
The depth-dose distribution and LET distributions of monoenergetic car-
bon beams are calculated using the HIBRAC code, developed by Sihver et al.
(1996). This code includes ion fragmentation. A ’dose-averaged’ LET value
is deduced at each depth from the calculated LET spectra. The patient’s
body is assumed to be water-equivalent.
In order to design a uniform distribution of biologically equivalent dose
within the SOBP, the dose-survival relationships of HSG (Human salivary
gland) cells were chosen, as their response after carbon ion irradiation was
found to be representative of typical tumour response and representative
of patient outcome after fast neutron irradiation. Survival curves of HSG
cells irradiated by carbon ions of various incident energies and incident LET
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of monoenergetic carbon beams, were characterized by best-fitted α and β
coefficients of the linear-quadratic description. It is next assumed that the
survival curves describing the response of the cells after a mixed radiation
field can be expressed by the linear-quadratic description with dose-averaged
coefficients α and
√
β for monoenergetic beams over the spectrum of the
SOBP beam. The survival curve for a mixed irradiation field can then be
described by the equation (Kanai et al. (1997)):
Smix(D) = e
(−αmixD−βmixD2), (1.25)
in which
αmix =
∑
fiαi,√
βmix =
∑
fi
√
βmix,
where fi = di/D is the fraction of the dose of the ith monoenergetic beam,
di, and D =
∑
di is the total dose of the mixed beam. The thus-calculated
αmix and βmix coefficients, the values of which are based on ’dose-averaged’
LET are now used for survival calculations at each depth. The biological dose
over the SOPB region is designed to achieve a constant survival probability
of 10% for HSG cells over the entire SOBP.
The last step in the designing the SOBP at HIMAC is to calculate the
’clinical dose’ in order to achieve a biological response equivalent to that
after a fast neutron beams. It is assumed that the carbon beam is clinically
equivalent to the fast neutron beam at the point where the ’dose-averaged’
LET value in 80 keV/µm - the ’neutron-equivalent point’. From the NIRS’s
neutron therapy experience, the clinical RBE of neutron beam was found to
be 3.0. Therefore, the clinical RBE value of the carbon spread-out Bragg
peak is determined to be 3.0 at the neutron equivalent point, where the
average LET value is 80 keV/µm (Kanai et al. (1999)). Next, the entire
SOBP is normalized by multiplying it by the factor equal to the ratio of the
clinical RBE to the biological RBE determined at the neutron equivalent
point.
Clinical carbon beam radiotherapy began at HIMAC in 1994. By now, the
medico-physical group at NIRS has gathered considerable clinical experience
by treating several tumour types at many locations in over 5000 patients
(Schulz-Ertner & Tsujii (2007), Tsujii et al. (2008)).
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CHAPTER 2
FORMULATION OF TRACK
STRUCTURE THEORY
The track structure theory (TST), developed by Robert Katz and co-workers
over 50 years ago (Katz et al. (1971)), is a parametric phenomenological
model able to quantitatively describe and predict the response of physical
and biological detectors after ion irradiation. The TST calculations provided
a quantitative description of the response to heavy ions of many physical
detectors such as thermoluminescence detectors (Waligo´rski & Katz (1980)),
alanine (Waligo´rski et al. (1989)) or the Fricke dosimeter (Katz et al. (1986).
TST has been also applied to in vitro survival (Katz (1978)), and mutation
induction and transformation endpoints (Cucinotta et al. (1997), Waligo´rski
et al. (1987)) in a number of mammalian cell lines. Robert Katz was the first
to show the importance of track structure in the analysis of the response
of physical detectors and biological systems after irradiation with energetic
ions, or ’high-LET radiation’ (Butts & Katz (1967)).
The two main assumptions of TST are that the radiation effect of an
energetic heavy ion is due to δ-rays surrounding the ion’s path and that,
per average dose, the biological effect of those δ-rays is the same as that
of the reference radiation (e.g., 60Co γ-rays or X-rays). A general formula
describing the radial distribution of δ-ray dose around the path of an ion of a
given charge and speed is applied and the response of a physical or biological
system is calculated by folding into this formula the response of this system
after a uniformly distributed dose of reference radiation.
The track structure theory has two variants. The first one is the ’full’
track structure theory which gives the predictions for both physical and bi-
ological systems. Three model parameters are necessary to predict the re-
sponse of any system after heavy ion bombardment: c (or m depending on the
system), D0 and a0. The response of the detector, via the activation cross-
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section, is calculated here by numerically integrating the radial distribution
od probability, calculated in turn by folding the probability of inactivation
in a uniform field of reference radiation and the radial distribution of δ-ray
dose of the given ion, averaged over the volume of the sensitive site.
The second ’approximated’ variant of TST is a four-parameter model -
the cellular Track Structure Theory, which in principle refers only to cellular
(or ’m-target’) systems. Four model parameters are necessary to predict
the response of the cells after heavy ion bombardment: m, D0, σ0 and κ
(definitions of these model parameters will be given in what follows).
In this section we focus only on the ’full’ three-parameter track structure
theory, while the details of the cellular Track Structure Theory are given in
the next section. Here, we give the full description of the track structure
theory formalism. In particular, we analyse the formulae which describe
the radial dose distribution (RDD) around the ion’s path. These formulae
have been successively developed within the track structure theory. Next,
we study the effect of different RDD on the predictions of track structure
theory. Among the four RDD formulae analysed, we seek one which, by
fulfilling certain scaling conditions, is the most suitable for application to
the four parameter cellular Track Structure Theory. For an ion of specified
charge and energy, the radial distribution of δ-ray dose, Dδ(r) is required: i)
to reproduce experimentally measured radial distributions of dose; ii) when
integrated over all radii, to yield the correct value of LET of the ion; iii) to
be represented by a relatively simple analytical formula; and iv) to exhibit
appropriate scaling, permitting model calculations to be rapidly performed
over a wide range of ions of different charges and energies.
To calculate the response of ’m-target’ or ’c-hit’ detectors (see Section 2.1)
which contain sensitive sites of a given dimension, the average radial dose
distribution over these sites is evaluated (see Section 2.4). To avoid confusion,
the radial distribution of δ-ray dose formulae, RDD or Dδ(r), discussed in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3, are called ’point-target’ radial dose distributions in the
Katz model jargon.
Scaling is an important feature of Katz’s Track Structure Theory. The
existence of specific scaling made it possible for Katz to propose the transition
between the ’full’ tree-parameter track structure, and his ’approximate’ four-
parameter cellular track structure models (Katz et al. (1971)). We investigate
in more detail to what degree are the various RDD formulations able to fulfil
the above conditions, with emphasis on their scalability, as required by Katz’s
approach to amorphous track structure modelling.
To test the RDD formulae applied in Katz’ TST, we choose measured
endpoints in two systems described as ’1-hit’ detectors: inactivation cross-
sections for E. coli Bs−1 spores, and average relative effectiveness of generat-
ing ESR-measured free-radicals in alanine. The experimental ion irradiation
data considered were, for E. coli Bs−1 spores: neon, argon, krypton, gold,
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lead and uranium ions, and, for alanine irradiation: protons, and helium,
lithium, oxygen, fluorine, neon, silicon, sulphur and argon ions. These two
’one-hit’ (m = c = 1) detectors demonstrate widely differing radiosensitiv-
ities, as represented by values of D0 (or a0), allowing us to test the scaling
factors used in Katz’s TST for ’1-hit’ detectors over widely ranging target
sizes and detector radiosensitivities.
2.1 Detector response after exposure to refer-
ence radiation
Track Structure Theory assumes that each detector consists of small identical,
uniformly distributed radiosensitive elements. A sensitive element can be
activated by absorbing a single, quantized value of the radiation dose, called
a ’hit’. In physical detectors, the sensitive site could be represented by a grain
of nuclear emulsion, in biological detectors - by the cell nucleus and elements
within (e.g., chromosomes). The response (signal normalized to its saturation
value) of a physical detector after the exposure to a uniformly distributed
dose, Dγ of reference radiation (e.g., X-rays or γ-rays) is described by the
multi-hit (or c-hit) formula (Katz (1978)):
P (c, A) =
∞∑
x=c
(A)x · e−(A)
x!
= 1−
c−1∑
x=0
(A)x · e−(A)
x!
, (2.1)
where A = Dγ/D0, and D0 is the characteristic dose representing the ra-
diosensitivity of the target of a radius a0
1. If activation of the sensitive sites
in the detector results from one or more ’hits’, then such a detector is called
a ’1-hit’ detector. If it takes at least c or more ’hits’ to activate the sensitive
sites, the detector is called a ’c-hit’ detector, and its dose response is given
by eq.(2.1). A somewhat different description of the response after reference
radiation is used for biological detectors, where the multi-target single hit
formula is applied:
P (m,A) =
(
1− e−A)m . (2.2)
This ’1-hit m-target’ model (colloquially called the ’bean-bag’ model) as-
sumes that a sensitive site in a cell (e.g., the cell nucleus), incorporates a
certain number, m, of 1-hit sub-targets of radius a0 each. All of them need
to be inactivated, each by a single ’hit’ (or more ’hits’) of radiation in order
to achieve the observed end-point, such as inactivation of the cell. Because in
radiobiology cellular survival is typically evaluated, rather than ’cell killing’,
eq.(2.2) is usually represented by its complement to 1 - the multi-target
model, eq.(1.11). The concept of sensitive sites in ’physical’ and ’biological’
detectors is shown in Fig. 2.1.
1the size of the target, a0, does not appear explicitly in eq.(2.1) - we shall later discuss
the relation between a0 and D0 in TST.
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Figure 2.1: The concept of sensitive sites present in ’physical’, or ’c-hit’
(panel A) and ’biological’, or ’m-target’ (panel B) detectors.
2.2 Energy-range relationship for δ-electrons and
Radial Distribution of Dose (RDD)
To proceed with the calculation of the response of physical and biological
detectors after ion irradiation, the ’point-target’ radial distribution of dose
(RDD) around the ion’s path is needed. It is assumed that the ionization, due
to electron ejection from the atoms of the target material, is the dominant
mode of energy loss by the charged particle passing through the absorber.
Based on this assumption the radial dose, Dδ(r), as a function of the radial
distance, r, from the path of an ion of atomic number Z and relative velocity
β, can be derived.
We shall analyse four formulations of Dδ(r), developed by Butts & Katz
(1967), Zhang et al. (1985), Waligo´rski et al. (1986) and by Cucinotta et al.
(1997). The formulations differ mainly with respect to the incorporated
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energy-range and angular dependence for δ-ray electron ejection. The original
formula of Butts and Butts & Katz (1967) was derived using the Rutherford
equation for δ-ray production by the heavy ion. The δ-rays were assumed
to be ejected perpendicularly to the ion’s path, and a linear electron energy-
range relation was assumed. In the formula proposed by Zhang et al. (1985)
a more accurate power law approximation of the range of δ-electrons and a
fixed value of ionization potential were assumed while perpendicular ejection
of δ-rays was maintained. When integrated radially, Zhang’s formula was
found to yield about 50% of the total value of LET of the respective ion.
To correct for this discrepancy, Waligo´rski et al. (1986) introduced a multi-
plicative correction factor to Zhang’s formula, valid at radial distances below
10 nm. The last formula, developed by Cucinotta et al. (1997), is based on
a phenomenological model describing the energy distribution of secondary
electrons which includes the distribution of their ejection angles and uses
a semi-empirical formula to describe the electron energy-range relationship
developed by Tabata et al. (1972). Accurate reconstruction of the total LET
value in Cucinotta’s formula is achieved by adding a second ’excitation’ term
which is calculated via radial integration of the RDD and suitably normalised.
A more detailed derivation of the radial distribution of dose formula given
by Butts & Katz (1967) and also of the RDD formula proposed by Zhang
et al. (1985) has been presented elsewhere (Waligo´rski (1988)).
2.2.1 The RDD formula of Butts & Katz (1967)
Derivation of the formula for δ-ray dose, D(r), as a function of the radial
distance, r, starts with the equation describing the energy spectrum of δ-
ray production by the passing ion. Butts & Katz (1967) used the modified
Rutherford formula for delta-ray production from a medium containing N
electrons per unit volume, as follows:
dn
dω
=
2piNe4z∗2
mec2β2
1
ω2
, (2.3)
where dn is the number of delta-rays per unit pathlength of energy between
ω and ω + dω, produced by an ion of effective charge z∗2 moving with the
relative speed β, me and e are the electron mass and charge. To simplify
the calculations it was assumed that all electrons are ejected normally to the
ion’s path. To calculate Dδ(r) the following linear dependence between the
range and energy of δ-electrons, ω was assumed:
Rmax = k1 · ωmax
[
kg m−2
]
, (2.4)
where
k1 = 0.1 [kg m
−2MeV −1].
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Rmax is the maximum range of δ-electrons if the maximum energy ωmax,
eq.(1.1), is applied. The value of the k coefficient results from fitting eq.(2.4)
to experimentally evaluated extrapolated ranges in aluminium of electrons of
energies between 0.7 keV and 5 keV , because only these limited data were
available at that time. Considering that the dose Dδ(r) at a distance r is
defined as the energy lost by electrons passing the volume of cylindrical shell
of radius r and thickness dr coaxial with the ion’s path, and taking into
account the above assumptions, the following RDD formula obtains:
Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
(
1− r
Rmax
)
[MeV kg−1], (2.5)
where r is the distance from the ion’s path [m], ρ is the density of the medium,
z∗2 and β are the ion’s effective charge and relative velocity, Rmax is the
maximum range of δ-electrons. Water as absorber is assumed to represent
tissue-equivalent medium, so in all TST model calculations it is assumed that
for biological material ρ = 1000 [kg ·m−3]. The constant C is related to the
electron density of the medium of the absorber, i.e. water:
C =
Ne4
mec2(4pi0)2
= 1.355 [MeV m−1], (2.6)
where N is the electron density (for water N = 3.341 · 1029m−3), me and e
are the electron mass and charge and 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The
SI system of units is used throughout this work (in the original papers of
Katz, it was the CGS system), so all δ-ray dose formulae are expressed in
units of MeV/kg. Applying the conversion: 1 eV = 1.602 × 10−19 J and
1 Gy = 1 J/kg; the radial distribution of dose can be expressed in Gy.
Although the RDD of Butts & Katz (1967) was oversimplified it was
successfully used to show the importance of track structure in analyzing the
response of physical and biological detectors after high-LET radiation, and
led Katz to an explanation of the ’thindown effect’ known in radiobiology
and in studies of ion tracks in nuclear emulsion (Katz et al. (1985)).
2.2.2 The RDD formula of Zhang et al. (1985)
The Dδ(r) equation given by Zhang et al. (1985) was based on the same
Rutherford formula, eq.(2.3) but here the electrons in the absorber atoms
were assumed to be bound with an ionization potential I = 10 eV :
dn
dω
=
2piNe4z∗2
mec2β2
1
(ω + I)2
. (2.7)
To derive the radial distribution of the dose, perpendicular ejection of δ-rays
was maintained, but a more accurate power law representation of the electron
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energy-range relationship was used:
Rmax = k2 · ωαmax
[
kg m−2
]
, (2.8)
Equation (2.8) was fitted separately to the data representing the extrapolated
electron range in aluminium for electrons of energy below and above 1 keV -
the choice of α depending on the value of ωmax. For ωmax < 1 keV α = 1.079
and for ωmax > 1 keV α = 1.667. Solving eq.(1.1), the corresponding relative
ion speeds are:
α =
{
1.079 if β < 0.031265
1.667 if β ≥ 0.031265
In terms of ion energy, expressed in MeV , the k coefficient takes the values:
k2 =
{
1.0355 · 10−1 [kg m−2MeV −α] for α = 1.079
6.0138 [kg m−2MeV −α] for α = 1.667
The corresponding formula describing the radial distribution of dose, derived
by Zhang et al. (1985) is:
Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
1
α

(
1− r+θ
Rmax+θ
) 1
α
1 + θ
r
 [MeV kg−1], (2.9)
where the symbol denotations are the same as in eq.(2.5). Additionally, θ is
the ’range’ of an electron of energy equal to its binding potential I = 10 eV :
θ = k2 · Iα
[
kg m−2
]
. (2.10)
In our investigation to select the most appropriate phenomenological RDD
formula for TST calculations, we also considered the formula of Zhang et al.
(1985), but without the assumption of bound electrons, i.e. for the case
I = 0 eV . Then the following formula obtains:
Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
1
α
(
1− r
Rmax
) 1
α
[MeV kg−1], (2.11)
2.2.3 The RDD formula of Waligo´rski et al. (1986)
When integrated radially, Zhang’s formula, eq.(2.9), was found to yield about
50% of the total value of linear energy transfer (LET) of the respective ion
(see Fig. 2.4). To correct for this discrepancy, Waligo´rski et al. (1986) intro-
duced a multiplicative correction factor to Zhang’s formula, valid at radial
distances below 10 nm. In developing this correction factor, tabulated values
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of proton LET in water and results of MC calculations of the radial distri-
bution of dose in water around protons of different energy, were exploited.
The following equation was then developed:
Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
1
α

(
1− r+θ
Rmax+θ
) 1
α
1 + θ
r
 (1 +K (r)) [MeV kg−1],
(2.12)
The correction factor K(r) for radial distances r < 0.1 nm
K (r) = 0,
and for radial distances r ≥ 0.1 nm from the ion’s path
K (r) = L ·
(
r −M
N
)
· exp
(
−r −M
N
)
,
where
L =
{
8 · β 13 for β ≤ 0.031265
19 · β 13 for β > 0.031265
M = 1 · 10−10m,
and
N = 1.5 · 10−9m+ β · 5 · 10−9m.
2.2.4 The RDD formula of Cucinotta et al. (1997)
The radial distribution of dose formula proposed by Cucinotta et al. (1997)
was based on the Bradt & Peters (1948) formula to describe the energy spec-
trum of δ-electrons. The number of δ-electrons produced per unit pathlength
by an ion of energy between ω and ω + dω is given by:
dn
dω
=
2piNz∗2e4
mc2β2
1
ω2
[
1− β
2ω
ωmax
+
piβz∗2
137
√
ω
ωmax
(
1− ω
ωmax
)]
, (2.13)
where ωmax denotes the maximum energy that an ion can transfer to a free
electron given by eq.(1.1). Cucinotta et al. (1997) added to their RDD for-
mula the angular distribution of the secondary electrons together with a
more sophisticated formula to describe the energy-range relationship for δ-
electrons. All formulae describing the range of δ-electrons, R, mentioned ear-
lier, were restricted only to the case of alanine absorber.The semi-empirical
equation describing the electron range developed by Tabata et al. (1972),
used by Cucinotta, allows one to use it also for other absorbers of atomic
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numbers ranging between Z = 6 to Z = 92 in the δ-ray energy range 0.7 keV
to 30 MeV . The corresponding formula is as follows:
Rmax = a1
 1
a2
ln(1 + a2
ωmax
mec2
)− a3
ωmax
mec2
1 + a4
(
ωmax
mec2
)a5
 [kg m−2] , (2.14)
where the parameters ai (i = 1, 2, ..., 5) are given by simple functions of
atomic number Z and mass number A of the absorber:
a1 = b1A /Z¯
b2 [kg m−2] ,
a2 = b3Z,
a3 = b4 − b5Z,
a4 = b6 − b7Z,
a5 = b8/Z
b9 ,
where the symbols bi (i = 1, 2, ..., 9) denote constants independent of absorber
material. Values of these nine constants expressing ai have been determined
by the group of Tabata by least-squares fitting to a total of 232 experimental
points representing the extrapolated range of electrons measured in absorbers
of atomic number from 6 to 92. The values of the constants bi are listed in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Values of the constants bi. Table reprinted from Tabata et al.
(1972).
i bi
1 0.2335
2 1.209
3 1.78 ·10−4
4 0.9891
5 3.01 ·10−4
6 1.468
7 1.180 ·10−2
8 1.232
9 0.109
In the case where eq.(2.14) is applied to the absorbers which are mixtures
or compounds, the atomic number and mass number should be replaced by
respective average values:
Zavg =
∑
i
fiZi,
Aavg = Zavg (Z/A)
−1
avg ,
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where
(Z/A)avg =
∑
i
fiZi/Ai,
and fi is the fraction by weight of the constituent element with atomic num-
ber Zi and atomic weight Ai. For water medium Zavg = 7.22 and Aavg = 13.0.
The RDD formula developed by Cucinotta et al. (1997) takes into account
the radial δ-ray dose, Dδ−rays(r), and the radial dose component arising from
excitation effects, Dexc(r):
Dδ(r) = Dδ−rays(r) +Dexc(r) [MeV kg−1]. (2.15)
The radial dose Dδ−rays(r) presents an inverse square dependence on radial
distance r from the ion’s path, modified by two functions: fS(r) - at small,
and fL(r) - at large distances
Dδ−rays(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
fS(r) fL(r), (2.16)
where r is the distance from the ion’s path [m], z∗ is the effective charge,
eq.(1.7), β is the relative speed of the ion, C is the constant given by eq.(2.6),
ρ is the density of the medium (for water, which is assumed to be tissue-
equivalent medium, ρ = 1000 kg ·m−3).
The function fS(r) modifies the short-distance behaviour and is represented
by:
fS(r) =
(
10−9 [m]
r
+ (0.6 + 1.7β + 1.1β2)
)−1
.
The function fL(r) modifies the long-distance behaviour and is represented
by:
fL(r) = exp
[
−
(
r
0.37 ·Rmax
)2]
.
Dexc(r) describes the energy transferred in excitation processes and its con-
tribution to the total dose Dδ(r) is limited to low radii of less than 10 nm
(Ponomarev & Cucinotta (2006)):
Dexc(r) = S(LET)
1
ρ
exp
(− r
2d
)
r2
, (2.17)
and
d =
(
β
2
)(
hc
2piωr
)
,
where c is the speed of light, h is Plank’s constant, ωr is the constant for
water (ωr = 13 eV ), and ρ is the density of the material [kg/m
3].
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In order to yield the correct value of the ion LET, integration of eq.(2.15)
is performed
LET = 2pi
∫ Rmax
Rmin
[Dδ(r) +Dexc(r)] r dr, (2.18)
where the cut-off value is set to Rmin = 10
−10m (Krauter (1977)). S(LET)
is then determined by normalizing eq.(2.15) to the total LET value through
eq.(2.18):
S(LET) =
LET− 2pi ∫ Rmax
Rmin
Dδ(r) r dr
2pi
∫ Rmax
Rmin
Dexc(r) r dr
.
Thus, finally, eq.(2.15) takes the form:
D(r) = C
z∗
β2
1
ρ
fS(r) fL(r)
1
r2
+ S(LET)
1
ρ
exp
(− r
2d
)
r2
. (2.19)
2.3 Comparison of electron energy-range and RDD
formulae with experimental data
Different formulations of the energy-range relationship for δ-electrons were
used in the derivation of ’point-target’ RDD formulae of Butts & Katz (1967),
Zhang et al. (1985), Waligo´rski et al. (1986) and by Cucinotta et al. (1997).
All considered RDD formulas together with their appropriate representations
of the electron energy-range relationship for δ-rays are listed in Table 2.2.
2.3.1 Electron energy-range relationship
In the derivation of the analytic formula describing the ’point-target’ radial
distribution of dose, Dδ(r), use is made of the analytic representation of
the electron energy-range relationships in calculating the average dose from
δ-rays deposited within cylindrical shells around the path of the ion. As-
sumption of a linear energy-range relationship made it possible to derive
analytically the first formulation of the RDD in the paper of Butts & Katz
(1967). Zhang et al. (1985) made use of the power-law representation of
the electron energy-range relationship in deriving their analytic RDD for-
mula. The RDD formula introduced by Cucinotta et al. (1997) uses a more
complicated analytical expression of Tabata et al. (1972) to describe the
electron energy-range relationship and requires numerical radial integration
to establish its ’excitation’ term (cf. Table 2.2). In Fig. 2.2 we show the
experimentally measured energy-range dependence in aluminium over the
electron energy range 10−4 − 102 MeV , where data of Kanter & Sternglass
(1962), Lane & Zaffarano (1954), Schonland (1925), Seliger (1955), Agu et al.
(1957), Miller (1970), Grimshaw (1966), Miller & Hendricks (1968), Ebert
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Table 2.2: RDD formulae, Dδ(r), considered in this work, together with
respective energy-range relationships for δ-electrons, R.
Butts & Katz (1967)
eq.(2.4) Rmax = k1 · ωmax
eq.(2.5) Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
(
1− 1
Rmax
)
Zhang et al. (1985) with I = 10 eV
eq.(2.8) Rmax = k2 · ωαmax
eq.(2.9) Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
1
α
(
(1− r+θRmax+θ )
1
α
1+ θ
r
)
Zhang et al. (1985) with I = 0 eV
eq.(2.8) Rmax = k2 · ωαmax
eq.(2.11) Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
1
α
(
1− r
Rmax
) 1
α
Waligo´rski et al. (1986)
eq.(2.8) Rmax = k2 · ωαmax
eq.(2.12) Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
1
r2
1
α
(
(1− r+θRmax+θ )
1
α
1+ θ
r
)
(1 +K (r))
Cucinotta et al. (1997)
eq.(2.14) Rmax = a1
[
1
a2
ln(1 + a2
ωmax
mec2
)− a3
ωmax
mec2
1+a4
(
ωmax
mec2
)a5
]
eq.(2.19) Dδ(r) = C
z∗2
β2
1
ρ
fS(r) fL(r)
1
r2
+ S(LET)1
ρ
exp(− r2d)
r2
et al. (1969), Tabata et al. (1971) and Harder & Poschet (1967) are superim-
posed. By applying the ion energy-dependent kinematic constraint, eq.(1.1),
we also represent this data via the maximum range of the δ-rays, Rmax, in
aluminium versus ion energy (upper abscissa in Fig. 2.2) and plot the linear
and power-law expressions used to derive the RDD formulae of Butts & Katz
(1967), of Zhang et al. (1985), of Cucinotta et al. (1997), and the expression
used by Tabata et al. The energy-range formula of Butts & Katz (1967) is
valid only for ions of low energy (0.35 MeV/n− 0.7 MeV/n). The two-step
power-law approximation applied by Zhang et al. (1985) formula is satisfac-
tory for ions of energies ranging between about 2 MeV/n and 100 MeV/n.
The semi-empirical formula of Tabata et al.(1972) describes the δ-ray range
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Figure 2.2: Electron energy (ω) vs. range (R) for electrons in aluminium.
Experimental data are represented by full symbols (for sources of data, see
main text). Blue line - linear approximation, green line - power law, red line
- equation of Tabata et al. (1972). The upper abscissa represents the energy
of the ion (MeV/n) which limits the maximum δ-ray range, Rmax via the
kinematical constraint - eq.(1.1).
quite well over the ion energies shown (0.1− 1000 MeV/n).
2.3.2 Radial distribution of dose (RDD)
The rather scarce measurements of radial distributions of dose around accel-
erated ions, performed in hydrogen, neon or tissue equivalent gas, have been
gathered by Katz & Varma (1991). In Fig. 2.3, as an example, we compare
the radial distribution of dose formulae of Butts & Katz (1967), Zhang et al.
(1985), Waligo´rski et al. (1986), and of Cucinotta et al. (1997), calculated
for 377 MeV/n neon ions with the radial distribution of dose measured by
Varma & Baum (1980) for this ion, performed in tissue equivalent gas. Re-
sults of measurements close to the ion’s path and at the maximum range of
δ-rays are uncertain. To facilitate this comparison, the formulae and results
of measurements have been shown in Fig. 2.3 multiplied by r2 (thus a strict
1/r2 dependence is seen as a horizontal line). The observed differences in
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between radial distributions of dose for 377MeV/n
neon ions measured in tissue-equivalent gas (Varma & Baum (1980)) and
calculated in water, using the formulae by Butts & Katz (1967) - green line,
by Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 10 eV - dashed blue line, and with I = 0 eV
- solid blue line, by Waligo´rski et al. (1986) - black line, and by Cucinotta
et al. (1997) - black line. All radial dose values are multiplied by r2. No error
values were given in the paper of Varma & Baum (1980).
the calculated maximum ranges of δ-electrons follow from differences in the
assumed energy-range relationships, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.2.
2.3.2.1 Radial integration of the RDD and the value of ion LET
For consistency of track structure modelling, integration of the RDD over
all radial distances from the cut-off value, Rmin, to the maximum range of
δ-electrons, Rmax, should yield the correct value of the ion’s LET∞. Quo-
tients of radially integrated RDD formulae, over respective ion LET values,
calculated from eq.(1.6), as a function of ion energy, are shown in Fig. 2.4.
Radial integration of the Butts & Katz (1967) formula overestimates of the
respective LET values by up to 50% at low ion energies and increasingly
underestimates it, by some 30%, at higher ion energies. Considerable un-
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Figure 2.4: Quotients of radially integrated RDD formulas, Dδ(r), over re-
spective LET values from eq.(1.6) versus proton energy, in MeV/n. Green
line - formula of Butts & Katz (1967); dashed blue line - formula of Zhang
et al. (1985) with ionization potential I = 10 eV ; solid blue line - formula
of Zhang et al. (1985) with ionization potential I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11); black
line - formula of Waligo´rski et al. (1986); red line formula of Cucinotta et al.
(1997).
derestimation of LET by up to 50% is seen in the case of Zhang’s formula
with I = 10 eV (cf. Table 2.2). However, assuming I = 0 eV in that for-
mula leads to much better agreement. The RDD formula of Waligo´rski et al.
(1986) generally somewhat underestimates the LET values, and the formula
introduced by Cucinotta et al. (1997) correctly reproduces the respective
LET values by its designed addition of a LET-dependent ’excitation’ term,
S(LET) (cf. Table 2.2). For the first three RDD formulations the calculated
ratio strongly depends on the choice of the lower limit of integration (due to
the 1/r2 dependence of the RDD, its integral tends to infinity as r tends to
zero). Throughout this work the lower limit of integration was always set to
Rmin = 10
−10m (Krauter (1977)).
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2.4 The average radial distribution of dose
In order to consider the effect after particle irradiation, the track structure
model needs, as an input, the radial dose distribution, Dδ(r), around the
ion’s path, i.e. any one of the four formulas presented in Table 2.2. Next,
this ’point-target’ RDD is transformed into the radial distribution of dose
(RDDavg) averaged over the sensitive target - a short cylinder of radius a0
oriented along the direction of the ion, the centre of which is at a distance t
from the ion’s path, as follows:
D(t) =
1
pia20
∫ t+a0
t−a0
D(r) φ(r, t, a0) dr [Gy], (2.20)
where φ(r, t, a0) is the length of an arc over which integration occurs within
the volume of the cylinder at distance t (Waligo´rski (1988)). A detailed de-
scription concerning the calculation of φ(r, t, a0) can be found in Appendix
B. The shape of the average radial dose distribution (the ’extended-target’
RDD, D(t)) will depend on the choice of the ’point-target’ formula, Dδ(r),
as given in Table 2.2, and on the value of a0. In order to distinguish the
’extended-target’ dose from ’point-target’ dose in equations we use the sym-
bol t instead of r to denote the radial distance of the centre of the cylinder
representing the sensitive target, from the ion’s path.
2.4.1 Averaging the RDD over sensitive sites of different
sizes
To illustrate the dependence of RDDavg on the radius of the sensitive site a0,
we calculated radial distributions of dose around protons of energy 100 MeV/n,
averaged over a0 = 1.0 ·10−7m (Fig. 2.5, panel A) and a0 = 2.0 ·10−9m (Fig.
2.5, panel B), according to eq.(2.20). These values of a0 are reported by
Cucinotta et al. (1997) and Waligo´rski et al. (1989) and may represent the
’sensitive sites’ in E. coli Bs−1 spores and alanine, respectively. The aver-
age radial distributions have been calculated in water. Characteristically,
a ’plateau’ in average dose is observed at radial distances t below a0 on a
logarithmic plot, followed at larger distances by a 1/t2-dependence, similar
to that of the ’point-target’ RDD, until the maximum δ-ray range occurs.
As may be expected, the choice of a given RDD formula is better reflected
when averaging over a smaller sensitive site. Thus, effect of the different
RDD formulae should be better distinguished when analysing experimental
data on the response of alanine (a0 = 2.0 · 10−9 m) than that concerning
bacterial spore survival (a0 = 1.0 · 10−7m) after ion irradiation. Differences
in the values of the ’plateau’ region, due to the choice of the RDD formulae,
are also more pronounced in the case of the smaller value of a0 (in panel B
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Figure 2.5: Radial distributions of dose averaged over cylindrical targets
of diameter a0 = 1.0 · 10−7m (panel A) and a0 = 2.0 · 10−9m (panel B),
calculated for 100 MeV/n protons in water. Green lines - RDD formula
of Butts & Katz (1967); blue lines - formula of Zhang et al. (1985), with
I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11); black lines - formula of Waligo´rski et al. (1986); red
lines - formula of Cucinotta et al. (1997).
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Figure 2.6: ’Scaling’ of the RDDavg, as represented by the almost constant
value of the ’plateau’ part of the average dose distribution (cf. Fig. 2.5 and
main text), irrespective of ion energy or target size, if scaling of average dose
by z∗2/a20β
2 is applied. Green line: formula of Butts & Katz (1967); blue line -
formula of Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11); black line - formula
of Waligo´rski et al. (1986); red line - formula of Cucinotta et al. (1997).
Calculations prepared for a0 = 1.0 · 10−6 m, hence 10−10m < Rmin < 10−6m,
cf. Fig 2.5.
of Fig. 2.5). The averaged radial dose distributions are not normalized to
the respective values of the ion LET.
2.4.2 Scaling of averaged radial distributions of dose
Katz was the first to notice that if average dose distributions, D(t), calculated
for various ion species of different energies, are multiplied by a20β
2/z∗2 and
plotted against t/a0, the RDDavg curves lie atop of one another (Katz et al.
(1972)). In his analysis the original radial dose distribution of Butts & Katz
(1967) was used and the common ’plateau’ values of averaged dose multiplied
by a20β
2/z∗2 occurred around 2 ·10−15 Gy m2. This observation allowed Katz
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to introduce
κ =
D0a
2
0
2 · 10−15 Gy ·m2 , (2.21)
as a parameter in his cellular Track Structure Theory (Katz (1978)). We
performed similar calculations for the studied Dδ(r) formulae, averaging
them over a site of a0 = 1.0 · 10−6 m (as this value corresponds to the
size of the mammalian cell) and plotting the ’plateau’ value of the respec-
tive RDDavg, multiplied by a
2
0β
2/z∗2, versus ion energy, in Fig. 2.6. Above
about 0.5 MeV/n the formulae of Butts & Katz (1967) and of Zhang et al.
(1985) (with ionization potential I = 0 eV ) yield a constant ’plateau’ value
of 2 ·10−15 Gy m2. The formulae of Waligo´rski et al. (1986) and of Cucinotta
et al. (1997) do not show such scaling, due to the presence of the correction
factor K(r) and to the presence of an additive second term, respectively. The
contributions of either of these corrections to the radial distribution of dose
depend on the energy of the ion and on its charge.
2.5 The radial distribution of activation proba-
bility
The basic assumption of track structure theory is that the effect arising from
a dose of secondary electrons, averaged over the target volume, is equivalent
to that of the same average dose of reference radiation. The radial distri-
bution of averaged dose is converted into a radial distribution of activation
probability through the application of the dose-response function after ref-
erence radiation, given by eq.(2.2) or eq.(2.1) (depending on the type of the
considered system):
P (t) = P
(
c,D(t)/D0
)
, or
= P
(
m,D(t)/D0
)
. (2.22)
Fig. 2.7 illustrates the basic assumption of track structure theory: the bi-
ological effect arising from a dose of δ-electrons, averaged over the target
volume, is equivalent to that of the same average dose of reference radiation.
This implies that, for m > 1, the radial dose distribution around the ion
path is responsible for any enhancement of effect against reference radiation.
Simulated radial distributions of activation probability presented in Fig. 2.7
for four different RDDs were calculated for 100 MeV/n protons in water.
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Figure 2.7: Radial distributions of activation probability calculated using
results from Fig. 2.5 and the P (t) formula given by eq.(2.22). Calculations
were performed for 100 MeV/n protons in water. Model parameters are:
m = 1, D0 = 12.6 Gy, a0 = 1.0 · 10−7m (panel A) and m = 1, D0 =
10.5 ·105 Gy, a0 = 2.0 ·10−9m (panel B). Green lines - RDD formula of Butts
& Katz (1967); blue lines - formula of Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 0 eV ,
eq.(2.11); black lines - formula of Waligo´rski et al. (1986); red lines - formula
of Cucinotta et al. (1997).
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2.6 Calculation of activation cross-section in one-
hit systems
The action cross-section, which may describe formation of radicals in alanine
detectors, and in case of bacteria spores, their inactivation, can be obtained
by integration of the radial distribution of activation probability over all
radial distances from ion’s path till the maximum range of δ-electrons:
σ =
∫ Rmax
Rmin
2piP (t) t dt [m2], (2.23)
where Rmin is the cut-off value which, in our calculations, is taken to be
1.0 · 10−10m (Krauter (1977)). Cross-sections calculated in such a manner
are representative of track segment conditions of irradiation with heavy ions.
Here, ’track segment conditions’ imply that the thickness of the detector is
much smaller than the range of the ion, or that the relative speed β of the
ion remains constant.
2.6.1 Bacteria E. coli Bs−1
To calculate the cross-section for inactivation of E. coli Bs−1 spores versus
ion LET using the different a0-averaged Dδ(r) formulae, we used eq.(2.23)
with calculated values of LET for different ions using eq.(1.6). Experimental
data obtained by irradiation with Ne, Ar, Kr, Au, Pb and U ions, are taken
from Scha¨fer et al. (1994). The choice of radiosensitivity parameters to rep-
resent E. coli Bs−1 spores (m = 1, D0 = 12.6 Gy, and a0 = 1.0 · 10−7m) is
that of Cucinotta et al. (1997) who used their Dδ(r) formula and obtained
results shown in Fig. 2.8, panel D. Results shown in the remaining panels of
this figure have been obtained from calculations performed using the Dδ(r)
formulae of Butts & Katz (1967) (panel A), of Zhang et al. (1985), with
ionization potential I = 0 eV , i.e. eq.(2.11) (panel B), and of Waligo´rski
et al. (1986) (panel C), for the same set of radiosensitivity parameters. As
may be seen in Fig. 2.8 and in Table 2.3, all formulae, except that of Butts
& Katz (1967), appear to represent the experimental data to a similar de-
gree. Due to the relatively large size of the sensitive site, a0, representing
E. coli Bs−1 spores, no significant differences are apparent between results
of calculations and the experimental data for the remaining Dδ(r) formulae,
except for calculations using the original formula of Butts & Katz (1967)
which could perhaps be improved by a different choice of radiosensitivity pa-
rameters (results not shown).
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Figure 2.8: Calculated dependences of inactivation cross-sections of E. coli
Bs−1 spores versus LET of different ions, using model parameters: c = 1,
D0 = 12.6 Gy, a0 = 1.0 · 10−7m (Cucinotta et al. (1997), panel D). Exper-
imental data are taken from Scha¨fer et al. (1994). The ’point-target’ RDD
formulae, Dδ(r),used in these calculations are those of Butts & Katz (1967)
- panel A; of Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11) - panel B; of
Waligo´rski et al. (1986) - panel C; and of Cucinotta et al. (1997) - panel D.
2.6.2 The alanine detector
The signal, Sγ(Dγ), of the ’1-hit’ detector after its exposure to uniformly
distributed dose, Dγ, of reference radiation according to eq.(2.1) takes the
form:
Sγ(Dγ) = 1− e−
Dγ
D0 . (2.24)
The signal, Si(Di), observed in a thin segment of the ’1-hit’ detector (track
segment irradiation) after bombardment by a heavy ion of fixed values of
energy (or β), charge and fluence, can be calculated as follows (Waligo´rski
et al. (1989)) :
Si(Di) = 1− e−
σ·Di
LET , (2.25)
where Di denotes the ion dose and σ is the action cross-section calculated
with the aid of the average radial distribution of dose,RDDavg, and is given
by eq.(2.23). The relative efficiency in a track segment is defined as the ratio
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Figure 2.9: Calculated dependences of average relative effectiveness of the
alanine detector irradiated by different ions, versus their initial energy, using
model parameters: c = 1, D0 = 1.05 · 105 Gy, a0 = 2.0 · 10−9m (Waligo´rski
et al. (1986)). Experimental data is also quoted from Waligo´rski et al. (1986).
The ’point-target’ RDD formulae, Dδ(r),used in these calculations are those
of Butts & Katz (1967) - panel A; of Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 0 eV ,
eq.(2.11) - panel B; of Waligo´rski et al. (1986) - panel C; and of Cucinotta
et al. (1997) - panel D.
of the detector signal after ion dose, Si(Di = D), and the signal after the
same value of dose of reference radiation (X-rays or γ-rays), Sγ(Dγ = D):
RE =
Si(D)
Sγ(D)
. (2.26)
After substituting eq.(2.24) and eq.(2.25) into eq.(2.26), expanding the ex-
ponential function as a Taylor series and considering only the linear parts of
the series, we obtain:
RE =
σ ·D0
LET
. (2.27)
In order to reconstruct the experimental conditions where the thickness of
the detector exceeds the ion range, we evaluate the average relative efficiency,
REavg, by calculating the average value of σ over the total path length of
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the ion, i.e. over consecutive track segments corresponding to gradually
decreasing energy (or relative speed β) of the ion, in the continuous slowing-
down approximation (CSDA) (Waligo´rski et al. (1989)). In eq.(2.27) both
the value of LET and σ depend on the relative speed β of the ion.
Average relative effectiveness of the alanine detectors after heavy ion
irradiation was calculated using eq.(2.27) with the set of parameters: c = 1,
D0 = 1.05·105 Gy, and a0 = 2.0·10−9m, proposed by Waligo´rski et al. (1986).
Sources of experimental data: irradiation with H, He, Li, O, F. Ne, Si and Ar
ions, have also been quoted in their paper, and results of their calculations are
shown in Fig. 2.9, panel C. Calculations based on the same set of parameters
and using the Dδ(r) formulae of Butts & Katz (1967), of Zhang et al. (1985),
with ionization potential I = 0 eV , i.e. eq.(2.11), and of Cucinotta et al.
(1997), are presented in panels A, B and D, respectively. As may be seen
in Fig. 2.9 and Table 2.3, the best overall fit, both to the lighter ion and
heavier ion data appears to be provided by the expressions of Waligo´rski et al.
(1986) and of Zhang et al. (1985), however with possible underestimation of
measured relative effectiveness for protons and more energetic heavier ions.
Calculations based on radial dose distributions by Cucinotta et al. (1997)
and by Butts & Katz (1967) appear to better represent the measured relative
efficiency after irradiation with protons of higher energies.
Due to its small radius of the sensitive site, a0, analysis of model calcu-
lations representing the relative effectiveness of the alanine detector offers
better insight into the choice of the most appropriate analytical formula to
represent the ’point-target’ RDD, Dδ(r), as the impact of the radial dose
distribution formula on the TST results is more pronounced than in the case
of inactivation of E. coli Bs−1 spores (cf. Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9). On the
other hand, averaging the Dδ(r) over the much larger radius a0 representing
the E. coli Bs−1 bacterial spores tends to eliminate the effect of the multi-
plicative correction factor introduced by Waligo´rski et al. (1986) which acts
at distances below 10 nm, hence the similarity of calculated results displayed
in panel B and panel C of Fig. 2.8.
2.7 Selection of RDD formula for Cellular Track
Structure Theory calculations
We performed our analysis of ’1-hit’ detectors (c = 1), represented in track
structure modelling by two other parameters: D0 and a0, to later apply of our
results to Katz’s four-parameter cellular track structure model. Our selection
of the most appropriate RDD formula is intimately related to the principles
of Katz’s track structure theory, as we intend to apply this formula in calcu-
lations required in ion radiotherapy planning where the predictive capacity
of Katz’s cellular track structure model can be best exploited. Inherent in
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Katz’s approach to track structure modelling is extensive application of var-
ious scaling features within his model: scaling of absorber density to that of
water, application of ’effective charge’ z∗ of the ion, eq.(1.7), representation
of ion LET by proton LET, eq.(1.6), representation of cross-section and RBE
data versus z∗2/β2 rather than LET. Far more subtle is Katz’s observation
(Katz et al. (1971)) that if all the calculated doses averaged over the tar-
get size, RDDavg, are scaled by a
2
0β
2/z∗2, a fairly constant value (of about
2 · 10−15Gy · m2, in water) over the ’plateau’ parts of RDDavg is observed
over wide ranges of a0 and of ions of different charges Z, and speeds β (or
energies). The existence of such scaling made it possible for Katz to propose
κ = D0 a
2
0/(2 · 10−15 Gy ·m2) as a parameter in his four-parameter cellular
track structure model (Katz et al. (1971)). Here, non-trivially, κ implies a
simple relation between the size of the sensitive site in a detector (a0) and
its radiosensitivity (D0).
Table 2.3: Values of χ2 reflecting the difference between TST model cal-
culations and experimental data. For E. coli Bs−1 spores the definition of
χ2 was based on the difference of logarithmic values of calculated and mea-
sured cross-sections for bacteria spores, and logarithmic values of errors of
experimental data, χ2 =
∑
i
(
log(σth)i−log(σexp)i
log(Mσexp)i
)2
. For the alanine detector
the definition of χ2 was based on the difference between the calculated and
measured values of relative efficiency of alanine detectors, and values of er-
rors of experimental data, χ2 =
∑
i
(
σthi−σexpi
Mσexpi
)2
. For each RDD formula the
same number of experimental points within each system was considered.
RDD Eq. No E. coli Bs−1 spores Alanine detector
Butts & Katz (1967) eq.(2.5) 203.09 376.43
Zhang et al. (1985), I = 0 eV eq.(2.11) 11.42 106.29
Waligo´rski et al. (1986) eq.(2.12) 11.42 122.11
Cucinotta et al. (1997) eq.(2.19) 25.16 1175.35
In our search for a most suitable phenomenological formulation of the
’point-target’ radial distribution of dose, Dδ(r), we found that the analyti-
cally simple formula of Zhang, with I = 0 eV , i.e. eq.(2.11), best reproduces
experimentally measured radial distributions of dose (Fig. 2.3), reproduces
accurately enough the ion LET (Fig. 2.4) and fulfils the requirement of
scaling with respect to the by a20β
2/z∗2 parameter (Fig. 2.6) by yielding the
constant plateau values of averaged dose of about 2 ·10−15Gy ·m2 over a wide
range of ion energies. When tested (using the χ2 goodness of fit criterion,
see Table 2.3) against experimentally measured inactivation cross-sections
of E. coli Bs−1 spores (Fig. 2.8) and of average cross-sections for stopping
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particles in alanine (Fig. 2.9), this formula appears to best fit the heavier ion
data (Fig. 2.9, panel B), indicating, as expected, that a ’radioresistant’ 1-hit
detector with a small sensitive target (D0 = 1.05 · 105 Gy, a0 = 2.0 · 10−9m)
is able to better distinguish between various formulations of Dδ(r). The
difference with which various formulations of Dδ(r) appear to represent the
response of ’1-hit’ detectors after irradiation by light ions (H and He in Fig.
2.9) is a matter for further consideration.
While the modified RDD formula developed by Zhang et al. (1985),
eq.(2.11), like all other phenomenological formulations analyzed, does not
fully meet our postulated requirements, we believe it to be most suitable in
our further work as it is quite simple, appears to fulfil these requirements
better than the other formulae and, above all, demonstrates the a20β
2/z∗2
scaling which we believe to be essential in accurate calculations of the re-
sponse of cells using the cellular track structure model with κ as one of the
four parameters of this model.
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TRACK STRUCTURE THEORY
In this section we shall discuss the transition from the three-parameter ’full’
model discussed in Section 2 to the four-parameter ’approximated’ cellular
Track Structure version of this model. The cellular Track Structure Theory
(TST) was originally developed by Katz and co-workers (Katz et al. (1971))
as a four-parameter analytical model able to predict and quantify the complex
dependence of cellular survival and RBE on the properties of the detector, as
specified by four detector parameters, and of the energetic ion, as specified
by its charge and energy, via its relative speed β.
In the cellular Track Structure Theory one of the three model parameters
used in the ’full’ model, namely the size of the sensitive site a0, is replaced
by two other parameters. These are: σ0 which represents the plateau (or
saturation) value of the action cross-section, proportional to pia20, and κ,
which, as we shall see later, implies a simple relation between the size of the
sensitive site in the cell nucleus, a0, and its radiosensitivity, D0. Two model
parameters m and D0 remain from the ’full’ version of TST. Introduction of
σ0 and κ instead of a0, enables one to approximate the cross-section given by
eq.(2.23) (see previous section) by a simple formula. In the three-parameter
track structure theory, calculation of the action cross-section requires time-
consuming double integration in equations eq.(2.20) and eq.(2.23). In the
cellular TST, the applied approximation of the action cross-section does not
require any integration, which makes the model robust and highly applicable
to massive calculations required in radiotherapy planning.
In this section we focus only on the four-parameter cellular Track Struc-
ture Theory. We show the transition between the three-parameter TST and
four-parameter cellular TST. We give a complete description of the cellular
Track Structure Theory. In particular, we reconstruct the algorithm for ap-
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proximation of the action cross-section over the ’track-width’ regime, which
has never been fully published. In these model calculations, we apply the
radial dose distribution of Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11),
which we found to best fulfil the model’s scaling requirements as shown in
Section 2.7 and in this chapter. Next, based on this new algorithm, we per-
form a model analysis of two extensive biological data sets published by the
groups from the National Institute of Radiological Science in Japan (NIRS).
Four model parameters (m, D0, σ0 and κ) of the cellular TST, representing
the survival endpoint in normal human skin fibroblasts irradiated with heavy
ions, are best-fitted to the complete set of the experimental data published by
Tsuruoka et al. (2005). We also find two sets of model parameter describing
the survival of Chinese hamster cells V79 irradiated under hypoxic or aero-
bic conditions, from data published by Furusawa et al. (2000). We compare
TST-calculated survival curves for normal human skin fibroblasts with those
evaluated experimentally. We analyze the influence of model parameters on
cellular TST predictions of RBE. We show model predictions of the RBE-
LET dependences for both cell lines and compare them with experimental
results. We also calculate the OER-LET dependence for V79 cells.
3.1 Approximation of the activation cross-section
In the early 70’s last century, when the cellular Track Structure Theory was
developed (Katz et al. (1971)), there was hardly any information available
about the mechanisms leading to inactivation of biological cells nor about the
structure of any sensitive targets inside the cells, responsible for cell death,
following exposure to ionizing radiation. Robert Katz and his co-workers
constructed a model which did not require this detailed knowledge. TST
assumes that the cell nucleus (or most of its volume) is the sensitive site
which consists of a number, m, of 1-hit sensitive sub-targets. All these sub-
targets need to be inactivated by radiation in order to achieve the observed
end-point, i.e. inactivation of the sensitive site as a whole, resulting, e.g., in
cell death or mutation. There are thus two relevant sizes to consider: one
representing the sensitive sub-target, of radius a0 (see also Fig. 2.1), and
another, roughly corresponding to the dimension of the cell nucleus within
the volume of which the sub-targets are contained. In order to make model
predictions for in vitro cell survival, TST defines the fourth model parame-
ter, σ0, representing roughly the cross-section area of the cell nucleus (Katz
(1988)). From now on we will speak about the cellular Track Structure The-
ory approach which applies four model parameters to describe the biological
system: m and D0 attributed to the response of the cells after uniformly
distributed doses of reference radiation (X− or γ−rays) as given by the m-
target formula, eq.(1.11); σ0 representing the plateau (or saturation) value
of the inactivation cross-section, a multiple of pia20 (see Fig. 3.1), nominally
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corresponding the cross-sectional area of the cell nucleus; and κ which re-
places a0, related to the linear dimension of the sensitive sub-target, a0 and
its radiosensitivity, D0. The detailed definition of the last parameter will be
given later.
In Fig. 3.1 we present results of calculations of the single-particle action
cross-sections, given by eq.(2.23), after irradiating the cellular detector by a
range of ions of varying speed, for a fixed number m = 2.5 1 of sub-targets of
different radii a0, and their characteristic dose D0. In these calculations, the
radial dose distribution given by Zhang et al. (1985) with I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11),
was applied. The family of curves were calculated for m = 2.5; D0 = 1 Gy,
or 10 Gy; a0 = 1 µm, or 10 µm, and were plotted in a normalized way as a
function of LET (panel A) or z∗2/β2 (panel B). These values of parameters
were chosen as being representative of many mammalian cells Katz et al.
(1994). Cross-sections presented in Fig. 3.1 were calculated for increasing
values of ion charge Z (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100), of increasing energy, in terms
of their relative speed β (ranging form 0.05 to 0.99).
The prominent features of these graphs is the rise in the cross-section val-
ues with LET (or z∗2/β2), appearance of a transition region or the ’plateau’
which lies in the neighbourhood of pia20, and next, a further increase of σ,
ending with a rapid decrease (a ’hook’) which represents the thindown region
at low ion velocities. This thindown region is due to the kinematic constraint
on the maximum energy of δ-rays, eq.(1.1), and their corresponding range
Rδ (Katz et al. (1985)), reflecting the appearance of ion track thinning over
the final range, seen in nuclear emulsions.
Indeed, if we consider an energetic ion passing through a nuclear pho-
tographic emulsion made up of radiosensitive grains dispersed in a gelatin
matrix, the blackening of each developed grains is caused by the absorption
of dose deposited by δ-electrons generated by the passing ion. The probabil-
ity of activation (i.e. blackening) of the grains nearest to the ion’s path will
be the highest since most of the radial δ-ray dose is deposited there. TST
differentiates between two geometric features, or ’regimes’ of ion tracks:
• the ’grain-count’ regime, when single and separated black grains of
emulsion are visible along the ion’s path;
• the ’track-width’ regime, when black grains surround a wider area
around the ion’s path.
The first, ’grain-count’ regime, corresponds to a situation where the proba-
bility of grain activation by the passing ion is lower than or equal one 2. In
1note that in TST model calculations, a real value of m may be applied, presumably
representing some average over the numbers of sub-targets in a population of cell nuclei.
2in the ’grain-count’ regime, the value of cross-section (a probabilistic concept) less
than its ’plateau’ value implies that only a fraction of grains are activated along the ion’s
path; if the cross-section reaches its ’saturation’ value, then every grain along the ion’s
path is activated.
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Figure 3.1: Calculated values of the single-particle action cross-section, given
by eq.(2.23), normalized to the saturation or ’plateau’ value and plotted as a
function of LET (panel A) or z∗2/β2 (panel B). The families of curves were
calculated for m = 2; D0 = 1 Gy, or 10 Gy; a0 = 1 µm, or 10 µm, integer
values of ion charge Z (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100), and varying β (between 0.05
and 0.99). Calculations were performed using the modified RDD formula of
Zhang et al. (1985), with I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11).
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the ’grain-count’ regime the activation cross-section, σ, is lower or reaches its
plateau (or saturation) value, σ0, approximating the cross-sectional area of
the sensitive site, here a grain of emulsion. The cross-section increases again
in the ’track-width’ regime indicating that the probability of grain activation
is very high, even at short distances from the ion’s path (Waligo´rski (1987)).
In cellular Track Structure Theory the cutoff value between the ’grain-count’
and ’track-width’ regimes has been set at 0.98, i.e. the ’grain-count’ regime is
the region where σ/σ0 ≤ 0.98, and ’track-width’ regime where σ/σ0 > 0.98.
Features of the ion’s track in a detector are governed non-separably by the
properties of the ion, as described by its energy and charge, and by the
properties of the detector, as described by its radiosensitivity parameters,
including characteristic dose D0 and its statistical properties (m or c - pa-
rameters) (Katz et al. (1971)). The above description of tracks in nuclear
emulsion will also apply with regard to the number of inactivated cells or
chromosomal changes in the cell nucleus, following the passage of a beam of
energetic ions.
Calculations of the cross-sections performed for a range of model param-
eters, m, D0 and a0, illustrated in Fig. 3.1 panel B, demonstrate another
important feature, namely, that if plotted as a function of z∗2/β2, the families
of calculated dependences of activation cross-sections for a given set of D0
and a0, and for ions of different charge Z over a range of energies (as given by
the ion’s relative speed β), lie atop of one another. This is another demon-
stration of the scalability of the model via the use of an appropriate RDD
formula and of z∗2/β2 rather than LET, to characterize the radiobiological
properties of ions.
3.1.1 Cross-section in the ’grain-count’ regime
Families of cross-section dependences similar to those of Fig. 3.1 are also
presented in Fig. 3.2. In panel A of this figure, calculated cross-sections
are plotted as a function of z∗2/D0a0β2, which reflects the properties of the
radiation via z∗2/β2 and the properties of the biological system described
by two TST parameters, D0 and a0. All curves, calculated for m = 2.5;
D0 = 1 Gy, or 10 Gy; a0 = 1 µm, or 10 µm, merge together if they are
plotted versus z∗2/D0a0β2. For values of m greater than 1, the curves largely
overlap, except at values of β below about 0.10, forming separate families
of curves characteristic for a given value of m. For m = 1 no such overlap
occurs (see Fig. 3.5 in later discussion). If z∗2/κβ2 scaling is applied, for
a particular value of m, curves representing the activation cross-section for
the multi-target system can be approximated by a single envelope, if one
neglects the ’hooks’ in the thindown region, (Fig. 3.2 panel B). Robert Katz
noticed that in the ’grain-count’ regime (where σ ≤ σ0) the envelope of these
curves varies as an exponent to the m’th power, next arriving at a ’plateau’
if m > 1, signalling the end of the ’grain-count’ regime, and then increasing
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linearly with z∗2/β2 in the ’track-width’ regime (Katz (1988)).
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Figure 3.2: Calculated values of the cross-section, given by eq.(2.23), normal-
ized to the saturation or ’plateau’ value, plotted as a function of z∗2/D0a0β2
(panel A) and z∗2/κβ2 (panel B). The family of curves were calculated for
m = 2; D0 = 1 Gy, or 10 Gy; a0 = 1 µm, or 10 µm, constant values of
ion charge Z (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100), and varying β (form 0.05 to 0.99).
Simulations were done using the modified RDD given by Zhang et al. (1985),
with I = 0 eV , eq.(2.11).
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Figure 3.3: Calculated values of the cross-section, given by eq.(2.23), nor-
malized to the saturation or ’plateau’ value, plotted as a function of z∗2/κβ2.
The family of curves were calculated for m = 2.5; D0 = 1 Gy, or 10 Gy;
a0 = 1 µm, or 10 µm, increasing values of ion charge Z (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
100), and varying β (from 0.05 to 0.99). Calculations were performed using
the RDD formula of Cucinotta et al. (1997), eq.(2.19).
In the grain-count regime (where σ/σ0 ≤ 0.98), the cross-section envelope
can be approximated by the function, P , of the form:
P =
σ
σ0
=
(
1− e−z∗2/κβ2
)m
. (3.1)
If the transition between the ’grain-count’ regime and the ’track-width’ regime
or the plateau value is set to be achieved at z∗2/κβ2 ' 4, then the κ param-
eter is defined as follows (Katz et al. (1971)):
κ =
D0a
2
0
2 · 10−15 [Gy ·m2] . (3.2)
The explanation of the transition from the z∗2/β2 (panel A) variable to
z∗2/κβ2 (panel B) variable at the axis of abscissa in Fig. 3.2 is simple.
If σ/σ0 values from this figure are plotted against z
∗2/D0a0β2, saturation of
the cross-section is achieved at about
z∗2/D0a0β2 ' 2 · 1015 [Gy−1 ·m−2]. (3.3)
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By applying the condition z∗2/κβ2 ' 4 to the above identity, one arrives at
Katz’s definition of κ, as given by eq.(3.2).
In Fig. 3.3 we present action cross-sections for inactivation given by
eq.(2.23), calculated for the same sets of model parameters as those in Fig.
3.1 and Fig. 3.2. In order to illustrate the importance of the scaling proper-
ties which have to be met by the RDD formula used for developing the cellular
Track Structure Theory, these cross-sections were calculated using the radial
dose distribution formula of Cucinotta et al. (1997), eq.(2.19), which does
not fulfil the condition of scaling. Here the particular curves representing
the cross-section for a given value of m only partly overlap, hence one cannot
uniquely determine their envelope, especially over the ’track-width’ regime.
3.1.2 Saturation of the cross-section
Before we specify the function which approximates the values of P = σ/σ0
in the ’track-width’regime, we have to explain, in more detail the definition
of σ0. In the original construction of the TST model the action cross-section,
σ, was rescaled by an empirical constant factor σ0 = 1.4pia
2
0 identified as
the cross-sectional area of the cell nucleus. When performing calculations of
the envelope, we noticed that the plateau value is not constant for all values
of m. It decreases with increasing m, but it is always greater than pia20.
In our approach, to achieve a better agreement of the function P with the
cross-section envelope we assumed an additional dependence of σ0 on m. We
substituted the constant value 1.4 in the definition of σ0 by an m-dependent
coefficient u(m) as follows:
σ0 = u(m) · pi · a20, (3.4)
where u(m) can be described by the function:
u(m) = exp
(
a0 +
5∑
i=1
ai · ln(m)i
)
. (3.5)
The values of power expansion coefficients, aj of the u-factor, are given
in Table 3.1. Values of u(m) determined for 1.5 ≤ m ≤ 3.5 are shown in
Fig. 3.4. In our approach σ0 formally represents the value used to re-scale
the envelope in order to ensure a good approximation of the envelope by the
function
(
1− e−z∗2/κβ2
)m
at the point of transition from the ’grain-count’ to
the ’track-width’ regime occurring around z∗2/κβ2 ' 4, which corresponds
to the condition σ/σ0 = 0.98.
After a closer inspection of model parameters we decided to restrict the
approximation to values used most frequently to characterise mammalian
cells (Katz et al. (1994)). It must be emphasized that the algorithm for
calculating the ’grain-count’ cross-section envelope presented in this work is
limited only to values of m within the range 1.5 ≤ m ≤ 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Calculated values of the u-factor (red points), as a function of
m, and their approximation, as given by eq.(3.5) (blue line).
Table 3.1: Power expansion coefficients of eq.(3.5), ai.
i ai
0 1.35719
1 -4.75757
2 8.30616
3 -8.07658
4 4.11203
5 -0.85068
3.1.3 Cross-section in the ’track-width’ regime
The functions which approximate the cross-section envelope over the ’track-
width’ regime, i.e. over the region where σ/σ0 > 0.98, were never published
or documented in the work of Prof. Robert Katz’s group. However the codes
of these functions were available in the FORTRAN library of computer codes
used by that group, unfortunately without any derivation. Therefore, we had
to reconstruct the approximation of the envelope, basing on functions used
in the original TST computer program library.
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Thus, guided by formulae available from these codes, we determined a
new set of coefficients to fit suitable envelopes for different values of m, for
cross-sections in the ’track-width’ regime. Over the range of the σ/σ0 plateau,
the envelope is approximated by the linear function:
P =
σ
σ0
=
(
YA − YB
XA −XB
(
z∗2
κβ2
−XA
))
+ YA, (3.6)
and for higher values of z∗2/κβ2, by an exponential function
P =
σ
σ0
=
YB · 0.8209
1− e−
(
XB ·1.72/ z∗2κβ2
) , (3.7)
where XA, XB, YA and YB are coordinates of two points A(XA, YA) and
B(XB, YB) lying directly on the envelope, and fixed for a given m (see fig
3.5). These points were chosen in a manner such that continuous transition
is assured between functions approximating the envelope, given by eq.(3.1),
eq.(3.6) and eq.(3.7), respectively. Simultaneously, XA and XB determine the
range of applicability of these particular equations. The envelope is approx-
imated: for z∗2/κβ2 ≤ XA by eq.(3.1), for XA < z∗2/κβ2 ≤ XB by eq.(3.6),
and for z∗2/κβ2 ≥ XB by eq.(3.1). The value of the constant 1.72 in eq.(3.7)
was determined by a χ2 fitting of eq.(3.6) and eq.(3.7) to the envelope over
the region of ’track-width’ regime. The value of the constant 0.8209 results
form the continuity condition at the point of transition between these two
formulae. The details of how the values of all of these coefficients were de-
termined and all formulae used to determine the values of XA, XB, YA and
YB are discussed in Appendix C.
In Fig. 3.5 we plot the cross-sections normalized to their saturation value,
σ/σ0, against z
∗2/κβ2 for increasing values of Z (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100) and
varying β (from 0.05 to 0.99). The family of curves were calculated for
m = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5; D0 = 1 Gy, or 10 Gy; a0 = 1 µm, or 10 µm. Cal-
culations were performed using the modified RDD formula of Zhang et al.
(1985), eq.(2.11). At values of m > 1 there is substantial overlap of curves
calculated for different values of D0 and a0 except for values of β below
0.1. For m = 1 no such overlap occurs. Additionally, for a given value of
m we plot the envelopes approximated by the P -function given by eq.(3.1),
eq.(3.6), and eq.(3.7). These envelopes neglect the ’hooks’ in the thindown
region. Regions of the ’grain-count’ regime as well as ’track-width’ regime
are also specified in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: σ/σ0 plotted against z
∗2/κβ2 for integer values of Z (1, 2, 5,
10, 20, 50, 100) and varying β. The family of curves were calculated for
m = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5; D0 = 1 Gy, or 10 Gy; a0 = 1 µm, or
10 µm. Calculations were performed using the modified RDD given by Zhang
et al. (1985), eq.(2.11). The points on the ’plateau’ region of calculated cross-
sections correspond to points A and B, as given in eq.(3.6) and eq.(3.7) and
determined as shown in Appendix C.
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3.2 Cellular Track Structure Theory - the four-
parameter formalism
The complexity of the response of cells after the exposure to heavy ions is
displayed in the shape of the survival curve. Depending on the quality of the
radiation we observe a range of shapes of the survival curves. Through the
use of ’ion-kill’ (or intra-track) and ’gamma-kill’ (or inter -track) components
of the (in)activation probability, dose-response curves of shapes ranging from
purely exponential (such as those in the neighbourhood of maximum relative
biological effectiveness, RBE) to shouldered ones (such as those after doses of
γ-rays) can be generated. Cells can be inactivated directly by the passage of
a single ion, as expressed by the ’ion-kill’ mode of inactivation. Additionally,
cell response will depend on its irradiation history, namely, a cell may ’remem-
ber’, by cumulating sublethal damage, that an ion had passed trough. The
idea of ’gamma-kill’ mode was proposed by Katz (Katz & Sharma (1973))
to account for the cumulative mode of inactivation by overlapping delta-rays
produced by several ions. Here, the P -function plays the role of a ’mixing
factor’ introduced to combine the ’ion-kill’ and ’gamma-kill’ modes of cell
inactivation.
In TST, ’ion-kill’ and ’gamma-kill’ modes of inactivation, represented by
probabilities Πi and Πγ respectively, contribute independently to cell sur-
vival, S:
S = Πi · Πγ. (3.8)
The combined probability of cell survival after irradiation by a beam of ions
of charge Z, speed β track-segment value of LET(z, β) and fluence F , is
calculated as follows: The ’ion-kill’ component is:
Πi = e
−σ·F , (3.9)
where σ is calculated utilizing its approximation described in Section (3.1)
σ = σ0 · P, (3.10)
and P is described by eq.(3.1), eq.(3.6), and eq.(3.7).
The ’gamma-kill’ component is the probability of cell survival after an
’ion dose’, Di
Di =
1
ρ
F · LETi(z, E
A
), (3.11)
where LETi(z,
E
A
) is ion’s LET given by eq.(1.6), F is the ion fluence (number
of ions per m2) and ρ is the density of the medium (in kg ·m−3). The survival
in ’gamma-kill’ mode follows the same functional form as that used for the
description of cell response after gamma (reference) radiation, eq.(1.11), but
with the substitution:
Dγ = (1− P )Di. (3.12)
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Thus, the probability in the ’gamma-kill’ mode takes the form
Πγ = 1−
(
1− e−
(1−P )Di
D0
)m
, (3.13)
and is responsible for the presence of the shoulder in the shape of the survival
curve.
As we have discussed earlier, ’track-width’ and ’grain-count’ modes of
inactivation are distinguished in track structure calculations. In the ’track-
width’ regime, where no ’overlap’ of δ-rays between neighbouring ion tracks
occurs, i.e. if P > 0.98, where σ > σ0, P is set to 1. Thus, in the ’track-
width’ mode of inactivation, cell survival is given by the first term of eq.(3.8)
only, as the second terms equals 1 and cells are inactivated through ’ion-kill’
only
S = e−σ·F for P > 0.98. (3.14)
In the so-called ’grain-count’ regime, where σ < σ0, i.e. where P attains
values less than 0.98, cell survival is calculated using both terms of eq.(3.8):
S = e−σ·F ·
[
1−
(
1− e−
(1−P )Di
D0
)m]
for P 6 0.98, (3.15)
where P is calculated, using eq.(3.1), eq.(3.6), and eq.(3.7).
To illustrate the impact of the ’ion-kill’ and ’gamma-kill’ mode of inac-
tivation on the shape of the survival curve, in Fig. 3.6 we present dose-
response dependences calculated for arbitrary values of four model param-
eters: m = 2.0, D0 = 1.0 Gy, σ0 = 10 µm
2, κ = 1000. The black line
represents the survival curve resulting from the multi-target single-hit for-
mula, eq.(1.11), and represents the response of the biological system after
exposure to reference radiation. The red line represents the dose-survival
dependence, eq.(3.8), for the same system after irradiation with 100 MeV
carbon ions. For this value of ion energy both modes of inactivation - ’ion-
kill’ and ’gamma-kill’ - affect the shape of the survival curve. The ’ion-kill’
and ’gamma-kill’ components are represented by the red dashed line and red
dash-dotted line respectively.
3.3 Best-fitting of TST model parameters
The four model parameters (m,D0, σ0 and κ) of the cellular TST representing
the survival endpoint in cells are all fitted simultaneously, applying eq.(3.8),
to the complete set of the experimentally measured survival curves, includ-
ing the cell response after exposure to reference radiation (X-rays or 60Co
γ-rays). Each experimental point is given as a function of dose, ion type Z,
LET, β, z∗2/β2, and the four sought model parameters. During the fitting
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Figure 3.6: Simulated survival curves for a biological system represented by
arbitrary values of four model parameters: m = 2.0, D0 = 1.0 Gy, σ0 =
10 µm2, κ = 1000. The black solid line represents the survival curve for
the biological system after exposure to reference radiation. The red solid
line represents the survival curve for the same system after irradiation with
100 MeV/n carbon ions. The red dashed line and red dash-dotted line repre-
sent the ’ion-kill’ and ’gamma-kill’ components for the last case, respectively.
procedure the model calculations for the reference radiation may be approx-
imated by, e.g., 100 MeV protons for which there is no significant difference
in the response of the cells in comparison to the reference radiation. The
parameter optimized is the χ2-difference between model-calculated values of
surviving fraction, SFth, and those measured experimentally, SFexp, weighted
by their respective experimental errors for all data points, M SFexp:
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
(
SFthi − SFexpi
M SFexpi
)2
, (3.16)
where n is the number of experimental points.
In the fitting procedure the MINUITS minimising code of James & Roos
(1977) was used. The MINOS subroutine of this code delivers parabolic errors
of the best-fitted parameter values (which can be interpreted as one standard
deviations and describe the width of the minimum of the function χ2 found
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for those values). Several consistency checks, including temporary elimina-
tion of the data subsets, are made prior to establishing the final best-fitted
parameter values. For the cellular Track Structure Theory the fitting proce-
dure utilize the approximation envelope defined for the cross-section. Thus
the fit is independent of the radial dose distribution, even if the the envelope
has been found applying a specific radial dose distribution. In this work, the
envelope calculation was based on the modified RDD formula developed by
Zhang et al. (1985), eq.(2.11). We note that in the fitting procedure, all four
parameters are best-fitted independently, i.e. no use is made of the relations
between κ, D0 and a0, as given by eq.(3.2), nor between σ0and a0, as given
by eq.(3.4). Having found the best-fitted values of m,D0, σ0 and κ, values
of a0 derived from eq.(3.2) and eq.(3.4) should agree but they do not. They
are no more correlated through eq.(3.2) and eq.(3.4). Therefore, ’disentan-
glement’ of a0, and the direct transition from four-model parameter cellular
TST (m,D0, σ0 and κ) to the three-model parameter TST (m,D0 and a0) is
impossible. More details about the fitting procedure can be found elsewhere
(Roth et al. (1976), Paganetti & Goitein (2001)).
3.4 Survival curves after mixed radiation
Track Structure Theory also provides for estimation the effect of secondary
charged particles in an ion beam. Cell survival resulting from irradiation
by a mixed ion field consisting of J different ions (j = 1, 2...J), each of
different track-segment energy Ej (or respective relative speed βj), charge
Zj (or effective charge z
∗
j , as calculated from eq.(1.7)), and fluence Fj, each
ion contributing its ’ion dose’ Dj = Fj · LETj (where the value of LETj is
calculated on the basis of the energy Ej and charge Zj of each ion), can be
calculated from the resulting survival probability Seff versus total ’ion dose’,
Dion−tot =
∑
j Dj:
Seff =
(
e−σ0
∑
j PjFj
) · (1− (1− e−∑j(1−Pj)DjD0 )m) , (3.17)
where values of Pj for each ion are calculated, using eq.(3.1), eq.(3.6), and
eq.(3.7), by suitably replacing z∗ and β by z∗j and βj, for each ion respectively.
The same set of the four TST parameters is used throughout this calculation.
3.5 Track Structure analysis of survival and RBE
in normal human skin fibroblasts
In this section we recapitulate fragments of a published article (Korcyl &
Waligo´rski (2009)) to which we refer to for further details. The experimental
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data of Tsuruoka et al. (2005) consists of 40 survival data sets concern-
ing normal human skin fibroblasts irradiated by five ion beams: carbon (of
initial energies 135 and 290 MeV/n), neon (230 and 400 MeV/n), silicon
(490 MeV/n) and iron (500 MeV/n), generated by the Heavy ion Medi-
cal Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) at the National Institute of Radiological
Science (NIRS) in Japan. To obtain a variety of ion LET values in track-
segment irradiation conditions, various layers of polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) absorbers of different thickness were applied, as listed in Table I
of the publication of Tsuruoka et al. Reference radiation was provided by
200 kV X-rays, filtered with 0.5 mm aluminium and 0.5 mm copper.
From the publication of Tsuruoka et al. (2005) we read the values of doses
and survival points (including error bars) for each of the survival curves pre-
sented in their Figure 1. Assuming that each beam consisted of only a single
ion species, we next calculated the track-segment energy of each ion from
its respective value of LET listed in their Table I. In this calculation, for
each ion species we applied, in an inverse manner, eq.(1.6) describing the
ion energy-LET dependence. The corresponding values of z∗, β2 and z∗2/β2
required for TST calculations were then established from the thus calculated
track-segment energy of each ion species. In Table 3.3 we list the ion source,
source ion energy and LET values for ions, as given by Tsuruoka et al., fol-
lowed by our LET-calculated track-segment ion energy and the respective
values of z∗2/β2 (in the paper of Tsuruoka et al. we noticed an error in their
calculation of z∗2/β2).
After a series of model fits to the complete experimental data set, the fol-
lowing best-fitting model parameters were found, given in Table 3.2:
Table 3.2: The values of best-fitted TST parameters (together with their
parabolic errors) representing in vitro survival in normal human skin fibrob-
last cells in the experiment of Tsuruoka et al. (2005).
m D0 σ0 κ
2.36± 0.03 1.1006± 0.004 Gy 140.8± 3.0 µm2 1204± 34
The best-fitting TST model parameters, presented in Table 3.2, are given
together with their parabolic errors according to the MINOS subroutine of
MINUIT minimizing code. The values of our best-fitted TST parameters
representing in vitro survival in normal human skin fibroblast cells in the
experiment of Tsuruoka et al. (2005), generally fall in line with values found
for other mammalian cell lines, such as aerated V79, T-1 kidney cells (Roth
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et al. (1976)), or other human skin fibroblasts (Katz et al. (1994)). This
set of four parameters was used in all TST model calculations for normal
human skin fibroblasts shown in this work. In Fig. 3.7 we present the TST-
calculated response after 200 kV X-rays against the experimental data. Here,
two of the four best-fitted TST parameters: m = 2.36, and D0 = 1.10 Gy
were applied to eq.(1.11).
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Figure 3.7: Survival of normal human skin fibroblasts after irradiation by
200 kV X-rays. The full line represents the TST calculation, with m = 2.36,
and D0 = 1.10 Gy. Data points (•) and their errors (one standard deviation
for three independent experiments) are from Tsuruoka et al. (2005).
In Fig. 3.8 the set of TST-calculated survival curves is compared with
the respective experimental data points of Tsuruoka et al. (2005). Initial
beam energies of the carbon, neon, silicon and iron ions and values of LET
for these ions listed in this figure are those given by Tsuruoka et al. We wish
to pay attention to ’hockey-stick’ features present in some of the measured
dose-survival dependences, especially observed in survival curves obtained at
higher values of LET. Some survival curves do not decrease with the dose as
fast as it is expected. The explanation given by Tsuruoka et al. (2005). for
this behaviour is that the cell population has not been irradiated uniformly
because of stopping effects of ion beams. We will refer to this phenomenon
during our later discussion.
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Figure 3.8: Survival of normal human skin fibroblasts after irradiation by
ion beams of initial energy: 135 MeV/n carbon ions (A); 290 MeV/n carbon
ions (B); 230 MeV/n neon ions (C); 400 MeV/n neon ions (D); 490 MeV/n
silicon ions (E); 500 MeV/n iron ions (F). The track-segment values of LET
for each ion species are given in each panel. Solid lines represent calculations
using the best-fitted TST parameter values, see Table 3.2. Data points, their
errors (one standard deviation for three independent experiments) and values
of LET are from Tsuruoka et al. (2005).
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Figure 3.9: TST-predicted in vitro survival of normal human skin fibroblasts
irradiated by (A) carbon ions, and (B) iron ions, over the available ranges of
LET values of these ions. For TST parameter values, see Table 3.2.
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To illustrate the predictive capability of cellular Track Structure Theory,
we show in Fig. 3.9 predictions of the shapes of the track-segment survival
vs. dose curves, with LET (in logarithmic representation) as the third con-
tinuous parameter. These 3-D plots were calculated using the best-fitted
parameter values derived in this work, representing in vitro cell survival in
normal human skin fibroblasts, for carbon and iron ions. Once the respec-
tive set of TST parameters have been established for a given endpoint, track
structure calculations will yield such predictions for any ion species.
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Figure 3.10: RBE vs. LET for cell killing of normal human skin fibroblasts,
at 10% survival. Full lines represent TST calculations, for C (red line), Ne
(blue line), Si (green line) and Fe (black line) ions. For TST parameter
values, see Table 3.2. Data points and their errors (one standard deviation
for three independent experiments) are from Tsuruoka et al. (2005).
Model predictions allow for the comparison of absorbed dose of reference
radiation and dose originating from the beam of ions resulting in the same
biological effect. Thus, TST enables one to calculate the RBE-LET depen-
dences at any level of survival. In Fig. 3.10 we show the track-segment
RBE-LET dependences at 10% survival for normal human skin fibroblasts
irradiated with carbon, neon, silicon and iron ions. In this figure, the exper-
imental values of RBE and their error bars have been taken from Table II of
the paper of Tsuruoka et al. (2005), while the LET error bars represent the
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range of values of LET as listed in Table I of their paper. In Table 3.3 we
compare the TST-calculated values of RBE with experimental data listed in
Table II of Tsuruoka et al. for the four ion species at their respective values
of LET.
Track
LET segment energy RBE
Ion species keV/µm (MeV/n) (z∗2/β2) RBEexp (this work)
Carbon beams, 13 286.0 86.8 1.11 ± 0.01 1.12
initial energy: 19 156.9 134.5 1.26 ± 0.05 1.24
135 MeV/n or 38 61.60 299.2 1.44 ± 0.01 1.73
290 MeV/n 38 61.60 299.2 1.69 ± 0.10 1.73
54 39.66 449.9 1.91 ± 0.08 2.20
55 38.74 459.9 1.75 ± 0.10 2.24
64 32.09 549.4 2.41 ± 0.02 2.51
73 27.20 643.4 2.63 ± 0.16 2.78
76 25.92 673.6 3.30 ± 0.30 2.86
80 24.41 713.7 3.15 ± 0.16 2.96
84 22.98 756.2 3.43 ± 0.10 3.07
91 20.76 833.9 3.35 ± 0.34 3.25
94 19.96 866.0 3.29 ± 0.17 3.32
98 18.92 912.1 4.07 ± 0.25 3.42
Neon beams, 30 409.6 193.2 1.43 ± 0.09 1.34
initial energy: 44 206.6 302.9 1.67 ± 0.13 1.64
230 MeV/n or 45 199.4 310.9 1.51 ± 0.06 1.66
400 MeV/n 58 137.1 416.3 2.10 ± 0.13 1.94
59 133.8 424.7 1.64 ± 0.06 1.96
77 92.86 577.7 1.94 ± 0.22 2.35
77 92.86 577.7 2.18 ± 0.08 2.35
105 62.06 826.2 2.00 ± 0.21 2.87
105 62.06 826.2 2.25 ± 0.13 2.87
127 48.61 1033.3 2.98 ± 0.41 3.19
132 46.36 1079.6 2.89 ± 0.13 3.25
156 37.76 1307.2 2.82 ± 0.16 3.46
158 37.13 1328.2 2.77 ± 0.38 3.47
177 32.16 1520.4 3.39 ± 0.61 3.58
184 30.58 1594.4 3.36 ± 0.22 3.61
Silicon beam, 55 472.0 350.2 2.07 ± 0.10 1.69
initial energy: 59 406.7 380.2 1.95 ± 0.04 1.76
490 MeV/n 69 299.3 458.8 2.00 ± 0.01 1.95
113 138.2 811.0 2.54 ± 0.10 2.65
145 98.56 1063.2 2.93 ± 0.01 2.94
Continued on next page
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Track
LET segment energy RBE
Ion species keV/µm (MeV/n) (z∗2/β2) RBEexp (this work)
173 77.72 1322.9 3.04 ± 0.08 3.19
214 58.87 1697.0 2.94 ± 0.05 3.32
Iron beam, 200 421.4 1285.3 3.24 ± 0.23 2.73
initial energy: 260 256.3 1755.2 3.02 ± 0.17 2.84
500 MeV/n 300 203.8 2067.2 2.78 ± 0.06 2.81
350 160.5 2478.2 2.62 ± 0.14 2.71
400 132.8 2882.4 2.51 ± 0.17 2.56
Table 3.3: Values of track-segment energy, z∗2/β2
and TST-calculated RBE. Experimental values of LET,
RBEexp are from Tsuruoka et al. 2005.
Our interpretation of the measured RBE-LET dependences is somewhat
different from that offered by Tsuruoka et al. For each ion species (C, Ne, Si
and Fe) the TST-calculated RBE-LET dependences gradually increase with
increasing LET until they reach a maximum value and next slowly decrease.
The calculated RBE maxima and respective values of LET at which they
occur are as follows: RBE= 4.3 at 183 keV/µm for carbon ions, 3.6 at
202 keV/µm for neon ions, 3.3 at 227 keV/µm for silicon ions and 2.8 at
255 keV/µm for iron ions. In general, RBE values tend to become higher
for lighter ions over the whole range of LET values of the respective ions.
Also, LET values at which RBE maxima occur tend to move upwards with
increasing charge z of the ion.
The factor affecting our assessment of the best-fitted values of TST pa-
rameters was the presence of ’hockey-stick’ features in some of the measured
dose-survival dependences above 1.5 Gy (e.g., at 64, 91 94 and 98 keV/µm
for C ions, at 177 and 184 keV/µm for Ne ions, or in all measured data for Fe
ions), cf. Fig 3.8. In our parameter fitting procedure we initially eliminated
these outlying data points and observed the stability of the fitted values in
our χ2 optimisation by successively adding some of the omitted data.
Since we based our analysis of the data of Tsuruoka et al. on the track-
segment ion energy values re-calculated from the values of LET provided
by these authors, we implied that only ions of a given species (C, Ne, Si
or Fe) contribute to the LET values listed by these authors. In fact in the
experiments of Tsuruoka et al., secondary particles generated in the PMMA
absorbers of different thickness accompanied the primary ions along the beam
depth and have additionally contributed to the LET values measured by these
authors at cell sample positions. To evaluate by a TST calculation the likely
effect of such secondary beam particles on the cell survival-dose dependences,
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we applied the data quoted in the paper of Matsufuji et al. (2003). We
estimated the contribution to the total dose from their Figure 12, and the
mean LET values of the primary and secondary particles in a carbon beam
of initial energy 290 MeV/n irradiating a PMMA layer of 130 mm water
equivalent thickness - from their Figure 10. We note that since Matsufuji
et al. (2003) estimate the residual range of this beam at 153 mm in water
(cf. their Table I), this comparison of secondary particles is not representative
of the Bragg peak region. Using our eq.(3.17), we calculated the surviving
fraction of normal human skin fibroblasts for this carbon beam taking into
account the presence of lighter fragments, as estimated by Matsufuji et al.
(2003). The relative contribution of these ions to the total dose, the mean
LET value, track segment energy (estimated from the mean LET of the ion
by our inverse energy-LET calculation, fluence (estimated at 1 Gy of total
dose), effective charge of the ion species present in carbon beam, are shown
in Table 3.4. From the data of Matsufuji et al. (2003) we estimated the
’dose-averaged’ LET of a 290 MeV carbon beam irradiating a PMMA layer
of 130 mm water equivalent thickness to be about 30 keV/µm (including
primary and secondary ions). The result of our TST calculations shown
in Fig. 3.11 demonstrate that one may expect higher survival of normal
human skin fibroblasts if the effect of secondary particles is included in such
calculations, than if only carbon ions of 30 keV/µm are assumed. This
appears to correctly represent the trend observed for carbon ions (red line)
around 30 keV/µm in Fig. 3.8.
Table 3.4: Relative contribution to the total dose, mean LET value, back-
calculated mean track-segment energy, fluence (calculated at 1 Gy of total
dose), effective charge for ion species contributing to a beam of carbon ions
with initial energy 290 MeV/n after its passage through PMMA of 130 mm
water equivalent thickness, as estimated from the data of Matsufuji et al.
(2003).
Relative Fluence
Atomic contribution to Mean LET Mean energy (particles/cm2)
number dose, % (keV/µm) (MeV/n) per 1 Gy total dose z∗
6 78.9 30.0 83.5 1.6 · 107 6.00
5 6.5 20.0 88.0 2.0 · 106 5.00
4 1.3 10.0 123.5 9.1 · 105 4.00
3 1.6 6.0 113.0 1.6 · 106 3.00
2 6.9 4.5 56.7 9.6 · 106 2.00
1 4.8 2.0 27.6 1.5 · 107 1.00
On our closer inspection of the experimental results and their model rep-
resentation shown in this work, we may generally conclude that our inabil-
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Figure 3.11: TST-calculated survival for normal human skin fibroblasts after
irradiation by C beams of initial energy 290 MeV/n at depth 130 mm in
water. Full line represents survival after C ions of LET= 30 keV/µm only,
dashed line - survival after a mixture of carbon (primary) and secondary
particles produced in PMMA, at the same depth.
ity (for lack of sufficient input data) to account for the effect of secondary
charged particles generated in ion beams attenuated by PMMA absorbers of
varied thickness is the main source of the discrepancy between model cal-
culations and experiment. These discrepancies are most apparent, e.g., for
carbon data at their highest LET values (LET= 98 keV/µm), for Ne ions
at LET values above 100 keV/µm, for Si ions at LET= 214 keV/µm or for
Fe ions of LET of 200 or 260 keV/µm, where ’hockey-stick’ features are seen
in the dose-survival curves and where model calculations overestimate the
observed survival (Fig. 3.8) thus generally underestimating the RBE values
measured in these experiments (Fig. 3.10). Another example is the slight
difference observed in the RBE values from two carbon ion bombardments,
both of LET= 38 keV/µm, obtained from carbon beams of initial energies
290 MeV/n and 135 MeV/n. Here, PMMA absorbers of different thickness
were used to attenuate the ion energy and arrive at similar values of their
LET.
Once the representative set of TST parameters have been established for
a given endpoint, track structure calculations will yield such predictions for
any ion species. Thus based on model parameters describing the survival of
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Figure 3.12: TST model predicted RBE versus z∗2/β2 dependences for cell
survival in normal human skin fibroblasts, at 10% survival, for a range on
ions. Lines of different colours represent results of TST calculations for H,
He, Li, Be and B ions in panel A, and for C, Ne, Si, Ar, Fe, Kr and Xe ions
in panel B. For TST parameter values, see Table 3.2.
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normal human skin fibroblasts we calculated the values of RBE for ions of
charge lighter than those used in experiment, in particular for hydrogen, he-
lium, lithium, beryllium and boron ions. TST-predicted values of RBE versus
z∗2/β2 are plotted in Fig. 3.12 (panel A). The unique dependence of RBE on
the charge Z of the ion remains, with RBE maxima occurring around a sin-
gle value of z∗2/β2 of about 2000, or z∗2/κβ2 = 1.8. To better illustrate the
systematic pattern offered by the track structure approach, TST-predicted
dependences of RBE versus z∗2/β2 for a wider range of ion species are also
presented in this figure (panel B). While the shift of the positions of RBE
maxima with z∗2/β2 is reduced compared to RBE-LET plots (cf. Fig. 3.10),
the overall pattern of separation with respect to ion charge (Z) remains. The
shape of RBE-LET dependences simulated for ions of heavier charges seems
to be correct. In the case of protons the track-segment RBE achieves values
rising up to about 12, which is inconsistent with the well-established value
of RBE= 1.1 used in proton radiotherapy. It is unfeasible to compare model
predictions for protons in the high-LET region with experiment, because in
reality the fulfillment of the track-segment conditions for such a light ion in
this region of LET is difficult. There is a discrepancy between LET plotted in
Fig. 3.12 which represents ’track-segment’ values of LET corresponding to a
single value of particle’s energy and dose-averaged values of LET reported in
many publications concerning experimental data. This discrepancy is more
apparent in the case of a stopping light ion, than for heavier ions that suf-
fer less energy loss straggling and multiple scattering. Without a suitable
averaging approach, track structure model calculations will generally over-
estimate the experimentally measured RBE of light ions, such as protons or
He, especially at their distal range. Unfortunately, the lack of any appro-
priate averaging procedure does not fully explain the appearance of the very
inflated values of RBE calculated for light ions from TST. This deficiency of
the TST model will be also noticed in our next model analysis of the survival
of V79 Chinese hamster cells (see Section 3.6).
For other details of the cellular TST analysis of the survival of normal
human skin fibroblasts, the paper by Korcyl & Waligo´rski (2009) should be
consulted.
3.6 Track Structure analysis of RBE and OER in
V79 Chinese hamster cells
The second set of TST-analysed biological data, published by Furusawa et al.
(2000), concerns cell survival of V79 Chinese hamster cells in vitro after their
exposure to accelerated ion beams: helium (of initial energy 12 MeV/n),
carbon (12 and 135 MeV/n) and neon (135 MeV/n). The experiment was
carried out at the NIRS medical cyclotron (NIRS-MC) and at the RIKEN
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ring cyclotron (RRC) facilities in Japan. V79 cells were irradiated in track
segment conditions under aerobic or hypoxic conditions. The respective
track-segment values of LET of different ions were obtained by changing
the thickness of range shifters made of PMMA disks or of aluminium foils
inserted upstream of the samples. For exposures under aerobic conditions,
the inside of the irradiation chamber was flushed with air containing 5% CO2
or kept in atmospheric air and then exposed to the ion beams. For exposure
under hypoxic conditions, the cells in their Petri dishes were flushed with
1000 ml/min of pure nitrogen gas containing 5% CO2 gas for over 1 h im-
mediately before exposure. During radiation exposures in the chambers the
flow rate of this gas mixture was 200 ml/min. Reference radiation was the
same as in previous case - 200 kV X-rays, filtered with 0.5 mm aluminium
and 0.5 mm copper (Furusawa et al. (2000)).
We analysed a set of 67 survival curves of V79 Chinese hamster cells mea-
sured under aerobic conditions and 59 survival curves measured in hypoxic
conditions, published by Furusawa et al. (2000) and later corrected (Furu-
sawa et al. (2012)). All these survival curves were reported in the form of set
of best-fitted α and β parameters of the linear-quadratic model, eq.(1.12),
obtained from the measured survival data points. The survival curves for V79
were reconstructed from these values of α and β parameters (Sowa (2005)).
Next, ’data points’ were calculated for the reconstructed survival curves at
regular dose intervals, and a 10% a ’experimental uncertainty’ arbitrarily
assigned to these ’data points’.
We next best-fitted the TST parameters for V79 cells irradiated in aerobic
or hypoxic conditions, in a a manner similar to that applied in the case of
human skin fibroblasts, as described n the preceding section. The best-fitted
values of TST parameters are presented in Table 3.5, together with their
parabolic errors, according to MINOS subroutine of MINUIT minimizing
code.
Table 3.5: Values of best-fitted TST parameters (together with their
parabolic errors) representing in vitro survival in Chinese hamster cells V79
in aerobic or anoxic conditions, from the experimental data of Furusawa et al.
(2000).
m D0 σ0 κ
aerobic V79 2.91± 0.12 2.0504± 0.0009 Gy 50.6± 0.2 µm2 689± 2
hypoxic V79 3.22± 0.09 5.26± 0.13 Gy 55.29± 0.03 µm2 1002.2± 0.1
The TST-calculated V79 X-ray survival curve under aerobic conditions,
is compared in Fig. 3.13 with experimental data points measured by Fu-
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Figure 3.13: Survival of Chinese hamster cells V79 after irradiation by 200 kV
X-rays. The full line represents the TST calculation, with m = 2.91, and
D0 = 2.05 Gy. Data points (•) and their errors (one standard deviation for
five independent experiments) are from Furusawa et al. (2000).
rusawa et al. (2000). Two of the four model parameters: m = 2.91 and
D0 = 2.05 Gy best-fitted for the complete set of 67 aerobic survival curves,
were used to reconstruct this reference survival curve, as given by the m-
target formula, eq.(1.11). From Figure 3 of the paper by Furusawa et al.
we read the values of LET and RBE at 10% survival estimated by these
authors for V79 irradiated with He, C and Ne ions under aerobic conditions
and compared them in Fig. 3.14 with TST predictions. Unfortunately, we
were unable to find a set of model parameters to correctly reproduce the ex-
perimental data measured for all the ions studied - by attaching more weight
to the heavier ion (carbon and neon) data in the fitting procedure. We find
strongly diverging model predictions for the lighter helium ions, for either
of irradiation conditions (aerobic or hypoxic). This divergence is also seen
between measured and calculated RBE values, with model predictions highly
overestimating the measured RBE values (see Table 3.6 and Fig. 3.14). We
observe a similar pattern in TST model representation of survival of normal
human skin fibroblasts after proton irradiation (see Fig. 3.12 panel A in sec-
tion 3.5). The reasons for this discrepancy may be twofold: in the incorrect
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model representation of the radial distribution of dose around lighter ions,
or in the incorrectness of the assumption that for a light ion passing through
a cell, track segment irradiation holds (i.e. of a constant value of ion LET
over the thickness of the cell nucleus). The degree of overestimation of TST
predicted track-segment values of RBE for V79 cells irradiated with helium
ion increases with increasing LET, which may suggest the lack of suitable
LET averaging. For heavier ions, such as carbon or neon, the calculated
RBE-LET dependences agree well with experiment. A clear separation of
the RBE-LET dependences calculated for ion of different charges is seen in
Fig. 3.14. This implies that the value of RBE cannot be uniquely predicted
by the ion’s LET. While the value of LET of ions of different charge may
be the same, their track structure is not. Like in the case of normal human
skin fibroblasts, TST-calculated RBE-LET dependences gradually increase
with increasing LET until they reach a maximum value and next slowly de-
crease. The calculated RBE maxima and respective values of LET at which
they occur are as follows: RBE= 4.48 at 145 keV/µm for carbon ions, 3.8 at
166 keV/µm for neon ions.
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Figure 3.14: RBE versus LET for cell killing of V79 irradiated in aerobic
conditions, at 10% survival. Full lines represent TST calculations, for He
(red line), C (green line) and Ne (blue line) ions. For TST parameter values,
see Table 3.5. Data points are taken from Figure 3 from the publication
by Furusawa et al. (2000) and are shown without their error bars, as the
respective experimental points on the survival curves are derived from their
linear-quadratic representations.
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Track
LET segment energy RBE
Ion species keV/µm (MeV/n) (z∗2/β2) RBEexp (this work)
Helium beams, 18.6 9.74 194.0 1.35 1.61
initial energy: 18.6 9.74 194.0 1.38 1.61
12 MeV/n 23.0 7.53 250.1 1.39 1.94
23.8 7.18 262.4 1.56 2.02
24.0 7.13 264.0 1.41 2.03
29.9 5.37 349.7 1.70 2.63
38.1 3.92 477.1 2.15 3.57
39.2 3.78 494.4 2.09 3.70
39.4 3.76 497.4 1.98 3.72
50.0 2.73 681.2 2.58 5.00
51.9 2.59 718.3 2.40 5.22
52.3 2.57 722.5 2.55 5.24
58.9 2.18 846.6 3.02 5.90
61.9 2.04 907.9 2.84 6.18
73.9 1.57 1163.3 3.64 7.02
74.6 1.55 1176.7 4.10 7.05
90.8 1.17 1523.6 3.97 7.46
Carbon beams, 22.5 123.56 163.2 1.25 1.31
initial energy: 30.0 83.43 228.3 1.47 1.55
12 MeV/n or 31.0 80.10 236.7 1.36 1.58
135 MeV/n or 40.1 57.40 319.3 1.73 1.93
50.3 43.16 415.7 2.15 2.35
57.8 36.56 485.7 2.35 2.65
60.0 34.80 509.5 2.65 2.74
78.5 24.91 699.8 3.28 3.45
80.6 24.15 721.0 3.12 3.51
88.0 21.60 798.2 3.32 3.73
102.0 17.94 960.4 3.62 4.10
117.0 15.15 1127.9 4.18 4.34
127.0 13.69 1247.7 3.44 4.43
137.0 12.49 1363.6 4.54 4.47
142.0 11.90 1421.1 4.42 4.48
206.0 7.40 2252.8 4.06 4.07
232.0 6.28 2627.7 3.25 3.79
255.0 5.50 2973.3 3.27 3.54
276.0 4.93 3285.1 3.61 3.32
360.0 3.31 4673.7 3.27 2.73
432.0 2.43 6035.5 2.57 2.44
493.0 1.89 7356.2 2.56 2.28
Continued on next page
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Track
LET segment energy RBE
Ion species keV/µm (MeV/n) (z∗2/β2) RBEexp (this work)
502.0 1.81 7593.9 2.39 2.26
Neon beams, 62.1 124.78 450.3 1.80 2.27
initial energy: 62.2 124.46 450.8 2.21 2.27
135 MeV/n or 80.0 88.13 604.6 2.46 2.79
84.6 82.31 641.9 2.60 2.89
96.9 69.08 750.0 2.99 3.16
110.0 58.16 876.4 2.81 3.42
146.0 41.00 1210.4 3.52 3.76
158.0 37.26 1323.7 3.78 3.79
178.0 32.01 1527.1 3.86 3.79
182.0 31.02 1573.2 3.59 3.78
219.0 24.76 1947.5 3.54 3.60
239.0 22.14 2165.5 4.01 3.45
277.0 18.27 2596.6 3.21 3.16
287.0 17.50 2704.5 3.72 3.09
373.0 12.49 3708.2 2.98 2.51
528.0 7.72 5723.7 2.07 1.97
Table 3.6: Values of track-segment energy, z∗2/β2 and
TST-calculated RBE. Experimental values of LET are
taken from Table 2, and RBEexp are read from Figure 3
in the paper of Furusawa et al. (2000).
Additionally, comparison between experimental values of RBE and those
predicted by TST is shown in Table 3.6, where the ion source, LET values
for ions as given by Furusawa et al. followed by our LET-calculated track-
segment ion energy and respective values of z∗2/β2 are also listed.
Since we established model parameters representing survival of Chinese
hamster cells V79 irradiated in aerobic as well as in hypoxic conditions (see
Table 3.5), we are able to calculate the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio, which
describes the difference in the survival of cells irradiated under these two
conditions. For a specific ion LET value we calculated the OER at 10% sur-
vival by comparing the doses delivered under hypoxic cell conditions to the
dose delivered under oxygenated conditions, both resulting in 10% survival,
eq.(1.15). Model-predicted values of OER and those estimated by Furusawa
et al. (2000) are presented in Fig. 3.15. For carbon and neon ion beams, good
agreement of model predictions with experiment was found. TST-calculated
values of OER slightly increase with increasing LET until they reach a maxi-
mum value and next gradually decrease around 50 keV/µm, reaching a value
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Figure 3.15: OER vs. LET for cell killing of V79, at 10% survival. Full
lines represent TST calculations, for He (red line), C (green line), Ne (blue
line) ions. For TST parameter values, see Table 3.5. Data points are from
Furusawa et al. (2000).
of less than 2 around 100 keV/µm, and then of approximately 1 in the very
high-LET region. We note that although the calculations of RBE made for
V79 cells irradiated with helium ions are overestimated, model predictions
of OER values do not demonstrate this tendency. The explanation for this
behaviour is that while the TST-calculated survival of Chinese hamster cells
after helium irradiation is underestimated (because TST overestimates the
values of RBE) in aerobic as well in hypoxic conditions, the ratio of these
two overestimated values may still be valid.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Let us first briefly discuss the main results obtained in this work. Its principal
objective was to recapitulate Katz’s cellular Track Structure Theory (TST)
in order to apply it as the ’radiobiological engine’ in a future radiotherapy
planning system for carbon radiotherapy, with potential inverse-planning ca-
pability. The main advantages of Katz’s TST are its predictive power with
regard to in vitro cellular survival (or RBE) after ion irradiation and its
simple analytic formulation which make it extremely efficient in terms of
computer coding, compared with calculations based on Monte-Carlo simula-
tions. The Katz model relies extensively on scaling principles, so particular
attention was paid in this work to analyse the scaling properties of the key
elements of this model - the ’point-target’ radial distribution of dose for-
mulae (in Section 2.2) or the action cross-section (in Section 3.1) and their
effect on the validity of the four phenomenological track structure parame-
ters characterising a cell line in culture. Based on fulfillment of conditions
which were specified in this work (in Section 2.3), on its scaling properties (as
discussed in Section 2.4), and on analysis of experimental data concerning
’1-hit’ systems (in Section 2.6), the modified formula of Zhang et al. (1985),
eq.(2.11), was selected as the basic ’point-target’ dose distribution formula
to be used in all further model calculations. Analytic approximation of the
cross-section in the ’track-width regime’ (discussed in Section 3.1.3 and in
Appendix C) was completely reconstructed, as it was never published in the
original work of Robert Katz and his collaborators. The final formulation
of Katz’s updated cellular Track Structure Theory is given in Section 3.2.
This newly re-formulated Track Structure model was then applied to pub-
lished sets of experimental data concerning in vitro survival of normal human
skin fibroblasts (Section 3.5) and V79 Chinese hamster cells in aerated and
anoxic conditions (Section 3.6), after ion irradiation in order to obtain sets of
model parameters representing these cell lines. Once established for a given
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cell line in given conditions, application of the four cellular parameters in
model calculations enables quantitative predictions to be made of survival
curves of these cells after irradiation by any ion of any energy, as shown,
e.g., in Fig. 3.9 for normal human skin fibroblasts irradiated by carbon and
iron ions of widely ranging energies. Moreover, TST predictions of the sur-
vival curve of a given cell line (in aerated or anoxic conditions) can be made
after their irradiation by a mixed field of primary ions, secondary charged
particles and associated γ- or X-rays, as encountered in ion radiotherapy
conditions. However, the physical input for such calculations must consist
of depth distributions of energy-fluence spectra of all these ions along the
beam range, rather than distributions of averaged dose vs. depth, which are
usually calculated.
Some issues requiring further study have been raised by this work. In its
present form, TST appears to underestimate the response (or overestimate
the RBE) after light ion irradiation (protons or He ions), as shown in Fig.
2.9, panel B, for the ’1-hit’ alanine detector, and in Fig. 3.12 for normal
skin fibroblasts, or in Table 3.6 and Fig. 3.14 for V79 cells. Two possible
reasons for this discrepancy may be suggested: one is the likely change in
the excitation and ionization contributions within the radial distributions of
dose for light ions, as opposed to heavier ion species, the other the likely
incorrect use of a ’dose-averaged’ LET value (such as given by eq.(1.5)) to
represent ’effective’ LET values for particles stopping in the detector. An-
other interesting issue raised by this work is the stated independence of σ0
and κ as fitting parameters of the cellular TST, despite their formal correla-
tion through eq.(3.2) and eq.(3.4). This precludes the possibility of reducing
the four parameters of the cellular model to three (see p. 77 in text), as could
be expected from such the presence of such a correlation. Possibly, this may
be connected with the manner in which the average radial dose distribution
is calculated by averaging the ’point-target’ dose distribution over the sen-
sitive site of size a0, whereby on radial integration this averaged RDD does
not yield the correct value of ion LET.
In the TST approach the concepts of the single-particle action cross-
section and of the ’ion-kill’ and ’gamma-kill’ components of the survival prob-
ability (Section 3.2), intimately related to the multi-target description of the
survival curve, eq.(1.11), are applied to yield directly the predicted shape of
the survival curve, thus obviating the need to calculate RBE-corrected ’bio-
logical dose’ distributions. However, as stressed earlier, the required physical
input consists of the ion energy-fluence spectra, and the sets of cellular pa-
rameters need to be pre-established from best-fits to survival curves measured
after irradiation of this cell line by a sufficiently wide range of different ions
of different energies.
The requirement of Katz’s Track Structure Theory (TST) that energy-
fluence ion spectra rather than dose distributions are needed as input from
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beam transport calculations illustrates the profound difference between TST
and other approaches to radiobiological modelling of ion irradiation effects
in cells. The most common approach to such modelling is to apply the con-
cept of biologically weighted dose (Section 1.5.2) whereby this ’biological
dose’ is obtained as a product of ’physical’ (i.e. absorbed) dose and the re-
spective value of the radiobiological effectiveness (RBE). However, RBE - a
deceptively simple concept - is a complicated function of several variables,
especially for heavier ions, such as carbon. In particular, due to track struc-
ture effects, RBE is not a unique function of the ion’s LET. The difficulties
in correctly evaluating the local values of RBE along the beam depth are yet
to be overcome by the LEM approach (Section 1.6.2.1) in which the survival
curves are described by the linear-quadratic formula, eq.(1.12). While, in
principle, the α-term can be quantitatively evaluated by LEM calculations,
the prediction of the β-term relies on complex and rather unclear approx-
imations. Fundamental questions concerning the LEM approach have also
been raised, by Bueve (2009) and Katz (2003), to which authors of the LEM
have responded (Scholz & Kraft (2004)).
In the modelling approach applied by the Japanese groups (Section 1.6.2.2)
the clinical experience from earlier fast neutron radiotherapy provided the
basis for introducing a ’clinical RBE’ factor (of about 3) for the carbon
beam, by which the independently calculated physical depth-dose distribu-
tion is divided. The linear-quadratic representation of survival curves is
applied, whereby the survival curve for mixed - field radiation is calculated
by suitably averaging alpha and beta terms found from irradiation of human
salivary gland (HSG) cells in vitro by mono-energetic ion beams, eq.(1.25).
The values of ’clinical RBE’ are suitably modified by careful observation of
the clinical results obtained. In principle, once the values of cellular param-
eters for HSG cells are established, track structure calculations performed
retroactively both for the fast neutron beam and for therapy plans used by
the Japanese groups, could clinically validate the proposed therapy planning
system based on Katz’s TST.
Ion beam therapy is a rapidly developing field where the benefits of high-
LET radiation (Bragg peak, enhancement of relative biological effectiveness -
RBE, hypofractionation, oxygen effect) are weighted against the high cost of
therapy and lack of generally established clinical treatment protocols. Devel-
opment of a therapy planning system compatible with that presently under
way at Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center (HIT) would allow cross-checking of
some controversial issues, such as reporting ion radiotherapy procedures, ap-
plication of appropriate RBE values or of representative Local Effect Model
parameters for specific treatment localities, reporting late effects, etc. It
is not yet quite clear whether dose-RBE or fluence-based approaches are
more appropriate in ion beam radiotherapy. Application of Track Structure
Theory-based biophysical modelling which requires the knowledge of energy-
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fluence spectra distributions along the beam depth rather than dose-depth
distribution only, may lead to the emergence of novel concepts of ion ther-
apy planning and optimization. Possibly, due to the possibility that ’biologi-
cally weighted dose’ may not be additive, ’biological dose’-volume histograms
(DVH) in ion therapy may need to be replaced by ’effect-volume histograms’
or ’kill-volume histograms’ (KVH), where ’effect’ could represent the proba-
bility of cell killing over the target volume. As a result, the local distribution
of cell survival or ’cell killing’ could become the means of transferring the
experience of conventional radiotherapy using photon beams to heavy ion
beam therapy. This could lead to better understanding and accelerated de-
velopment of ion radiotherapy, also using ions lighter than carbon, thanks to
the predictive capability of Katz’s TST.
Let us now discuss the results of this work more systematically: in its
first, introductory part (Chapter 1) we discussed ion interactions, updating
the calculation of ion LET to conform with present ICRU data (Section 1.2
and Appendix A), introduced the basic radiobiological concepts for later use
(Section 1.4) and briefly discussed the present approaches to carbon beam
therapy planning used by German and Japanese groups (Section 1.6).
In Chapter 2 we recapitulated the three-parameter Track Structure The-
ory in order to analyse in more detail the scaling properties of several formu-
lae of radial distribution of dose (RDD) successively developed within Katz’s
Track Structure Theory. We re-formulated all model expressions in terms
of SI units instead of the CGS units used so far by the group of Robert
Katz. Next, we studied how do different RRD formulations affect the in-
tegrity of the Katz model. Of the four RDD formulae studied we wished
to select one that best fulfilled scaling conditions, to be later used in the
re-formulated four-parameter cellular Track Structure Theory. For an ion
of specified charge and energy, the ’point-target’ radial distribution of δ-ray
dose, Dδ(r) was required: i) to reproduce experimentally measured radial
distributions of dose; ii) when integrated over all radii, to yield the value of
LET of the ion; iii) to be represented by a relatively simple analytical for-
mula; and iv) to exhibit appropriate scaling, permitting model calculations to
be rapidly performed over a wide range of ions of different charges and ener-
gies. We found the somewhat modified RDD formula of Zhang et al. (1985),
eq.(2.11), to exhibit the best scaling properties, enabling us later (in Chapter
3) to consistently use it in defining κ as the fourth model fitting parameter
for cellular m-target detectors. Finally, in Section 2.6, we compared predic-
tions of the different RDD formulae against published values of inactivation
cross sections of E. coli Bs−1 spores and of average relative effectiveness of
alanine after heavy ion bombardment. The E. coli Bs−1 spores and alanine
system, described as 1-hit detectors in TST, had widely differing values of
model parameters: radiosensitivity, D0 (12.6 Gy and 1.05 · 105Gy) and a0
(1 · 10−7m and 2 · 10−9m), respectively, offering a good test of the scaling
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concepts studied and confirming the choice of eq.(2.11) as the ’point-target’
RDD formula to be used exclusively in the revised cellular Track Structure
model.
In Chapter 3, we discussed the manner in which the factors z∗2/β2,
z∗2/κβ2 and a20β
2/z∗2, rather than LET, may serve as scaling factors in
the Track Structure model. Application of the selected radial dose distri-
bution allowed us to eliminate repetitive calculations of double integrations
by approximating the envelopes of values of action cross section using sim-
ple analytic formulae. Of particular significance is the re-capitulation of the
cross section approximation algorithm in the ’track-width’ regime, devel-
oped in this work and presented in detail in Appendix C. Up to now, this
approximation was never published, though a similar one was used in earlier
publications of Katz’s group. Based on our newly-developed algorithms, we
performed model analysis of two extensive biological data sets representing
the survival curves of cells irradiated by a range of heavy charged particles,
published by the National Institute of Radiological Science (NIRS) groups
in Japan. We evaluated a set of track structure parameters (m, D0, σ0 and
κ) representing in vitro survival of normal human skin fibroblasts (data by
Tsuruoka et al. (2005)) and two sets of model parameters representing the
survival of Chinese hamster cells (data by Furusawa et al. (2000)) irradiated
under aerobic or hypoxic conditions. We compared TST - calculated survival
curves and RBE-LET dependences with those evaluated experimentally for
both cell lines. Additionally, in the case of Chinese hamster cells, we showed
the TST-predicted OER-LET dependences for different ions and compared
them with experiment. Based on model parameters evaluated for normal
human skin fibroblasts we analysed the influence of model parameters on
cellular TST predictions of RBE. We compared model predictions of survival
curves for mono-energetic carbon beams and for mixed beams, consisting of
the primary carbon beam and secondary lighter ions. The overall results
of our TST analysis of the data set published by Tsuruoka et al. (2005)
and Furusawa et al. (2000) have confirmed the basic track structure features
generally observed in such data.
The biophysical model, to be applicable in the treatment planning sys-
tem for carbon ions, has to fulfil some basic conditions: i) it has to provide
calculation algorithms of cell survival or RBE dependences on factors such
as particle type, energy, dose and cell or tissue type; ii) it has to provide
the calculation of RBE in mixed radiation field of therapeutic ion beams,
consisting of particles of different energies and atomic numbers with the ac-
curacy necessary for therapy; and iii) its analytical formulation should be
fast and robust in order to be applicable to massive calculations required
for ion beam radiotherapy planning. Our analysis of Katz’s Track Structure
Theory indicates that this model allows the dependence of RBE to be cal-
culated at any level of survival, on LET (or ion energy), particle type, cell
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type and degree of oxygenation. Unfortunately, model predictions of RBE for
light ions are not yet satisfactory and require further work. Track Structure
Theory provides the mathematical structure to deal with mixed radiation
fields of therapeutic ion beams. The existence of scaling properties in Track
Structure Theory made it possible to greatly simplify the algorithms of this
model and greatly enhances the speed of model calculations, compared, e.g.,
with Monte Carlo simulations. Therefore, Katz’s Track Structure Theory
fulfils all the required conditions for being applicable in treatment planning
systems, making it a strong competitor to the Local Effect Model. All stud-
ies presented in this work have been provided with future investigations in
mind. The algorithm of the four-parameter cellular Track Structure Theory
presented in this work can be integrated with the physical beam model to
be yet developed, and should become an integral part of our proposed de-
velopment version of a treatment planning system dedicated to carbon ion
radiotherapy. Additionally, three sets of TST model parameters describing
in vitro survival of normal human skin fibroblasts and Chinese hamster cells
irradiated by heavy charged particles under aerobic and hypoxic conditions
will serve as input parameters in our future preliminary tests of this treat-
ment planning system.
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ALGORITHM FOR CALCULATING
ION LET
To calculate the values of LET(Z, E
A
) for an ion, heavier than the proton, of
mass number A, atomic number Z, relative speed β, and kinetic energy per
nucleon E
A
we use the expression given by Barkas & Berger (1964)
LET(Z,
E
A
) = LETp(E)
(
z∗(β)
z∗p(β)
)2
, (A.1)
where z∗ and z∗p are the effective charge numbers of the ion and proton
given by eq.(1.7) and eq.(1.8) respectively, and LETp(E) is the stopping
power of the proton of kinetic energy E. In this work, the calculation of the
LETp(E) is based on ICRU (1993) tables of the proton stopping power. Least
square polynomials were fitted to the published values of stopping powers.
LETp [MeV/cm] for protons in water presented in tables in ICRU (1993) can
then be parametrized as follows:
LETp(E) = a0 +
4∑
j=1
aj(E)
j, (A.2)
where the values of energy ranges E are in [MeV ]. The power expansion
coefficients are given in Table A.1
In this work eq.(A.1) was multiplied by an additional factor which gave
better agreement between LET values calculated using this equation and
those listed in ICRU Report 73 for ions of 3 ≤ Z ≤ 18. An atomic number,
Z-dependent factor was introduced for ions of atomic numbers 3 ≤ Z ≤ 18
and energies 1.5 · 10−2MeV/n ≤ E/A ≤ 10 MeV/n.
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Table A.1: Power expansion coefficients for LETp(E) [MeV/cm] for proton
in water. E is expressed in MeV .
aj 1.0 · 10−3 < E ≤ 3.0 · 10−3 3.0 · 10−3 < E ≤ 1.0 · 10−2 1.0 · 10−2 < E ≤ 3.0 · 10−2
a0 1.29040 · 10+2 1.32323 · 10+2 1.97106 · 10+2
a1 5.11771 · 10+4 4.92143 · 10+4 3.09790 · 10+4
a2 −3.33412 · 10+6 −3.39801 · 10+6 −9, 03697 · 10+5
a3 −9.43396 · 10+6 2.02210 · 10+8 1.80525 · 10+7
a4 2.57862 · 10+10 −5.39773 · 10+9 −1.64848 · 10+8
aj 5.0 · 10−2 < E ≤ 7.0 · 10−2 7.0 · 10−2 < E ≤ 1.0 · 10−1 1.0 · 100 < E ≤ 3.0 · 100
a0 3.54871 · 10+2 4.69093 · 10+2 6.3748 · 10+2
a1 1.3858 · 10+4 9.00167 · 10+3 4.64286 · 10+3
a2 −1.04857 · 10+5 −5.68095 · 10+4 −2.85714 · 10+4
a3 0 0 0
a4 0 0 0
aj 1.0 · 10−1 < E ≤ 3.0 · 10−1 3.0 · 10−1 < E ≤ 1.0 · 100 1.0 · 100 < E ≤ 3.0 · 100
a0 7.89045 · 10+2 9.69567 · 10+2 5.89476 · 10+2
a1 2.92161 · 10+3 −2.02852 · 10+3 −8.22929 · 10+1
a2 −3.82929 · 10+4 2.57981 · 10+3 2.70563 · 10+2
a3 1.34528 · 10+5 −1.73575 · 10+3 −6.81349 · 10+1
a4 −1.60671 · 10+5 4.75799 · 10+2 6.74312 · 100
aj 3.0 · 100 < E ≤ 1.0 · 10+1 1.0 · 10+1 < E ≤ 3.0 · 10+1 3.0 · 10+1 < E ≤ 1.0 · 10+2
a0 2.70546 · 10+2 1.15173 · 10+2 4.53811 · 10+1
a1 −8.22929 · 10+1 −1.16621 · 10+1 −1.44762 · 100
a2 1.32205 · 10+1 6.13364 · 10−1 2.38217 · 10−2
a3 −1.04636 · 100 −1.58255 · 10−2 −1.90613 · 10−4
a4 3.22483 · 10−2 1.5892 · 10−4 5.90886 · 10−7
aj 1.0 · 10+2 < E ≤ 3.0 · 10+2 3.0 · 10+2 < E ≤ 1.0 · 10+3 1.0 · 10+3 < E ≤ 3.0 · 10+3
a0 1.76264 · 10+1 7.04685 · 100 3.21900 · 100
a1 −1.74720 · 10−1 −1.95139 · 10−2 −1.80100 · 10−3
a2 9.29149 · 10−4 3.3057 · 10−5 1.04100 · 10−6
a3 −2.40165 · 10−6 −2.66666 · 10−8 −2.76000 · 10−10
a4 2.41156 · 10−9 8.29057 · 10−12 2.80000 · 10−14
aj 3.0 · 10+3 < E ≤ 1.0 · 10+4
a0 2.07404 · 100
a1 −6.82581 · 10−5
a2 1.96193 · 10−8
a3 −1.85227 · 10−12
a4 6.25000 · 10−17
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CALCULATION OF THE
φ-FUNCTION
To calculate the average dose deposited in a target of radius a0 placed at a
distance t from the path of the ion, D¯(t), we divide the volume of the target
into sections of the same distance r from the ion’s path. The length of the
segment of the annular cylindrical ring at which the point dose distribution
has a constant value is described by the geometrical function - φ(a0, t, r)
(Waligo´rski (1988)). From analytical geometry:
φ(a0, t, r) = 2 · r · arctg(u) for u > 0
φ(a0, t, r) = 0 for u = 0
φ(a0, t, r) = 2 · r · (pi − arctg(−u)) for u < 0
where:
z =
r2 − a20 + t2
2t
and
tg(u) =
(r2 − z2)1/2
z
The meaning of above symbols is explained graphically in Fig. B.1. A
similar procedure for calculating φ(a0, t, r) was also described by Edmund
(2007).
The variation of the geometry function for different cases is presented in
Fig. B.2.
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Figure B.1: Meaning of symbols used in the calculation of the function
φ(a0, t, r).
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Figure B.2: Geometry function φ(a0, t, r) calculated for three conditions,
when t > a0, t = a0, or t < a0.
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NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION
OF THE ’TRACK-WIDTH’ REGIME
To determine new coefficients present in the formulas used in the original
program developed by Robert Katz’s group, we initially calculated envelopes
of σ/σ0 as a function of z
∗2/κβ2 for different values of m ranging between
1.5 ≤ m ≤ 3.5. The considered formulae were of the form:
σ
σ0
=
(
YA − YB
XA −XB
(
z∗2
κβ2
−XA
))
+ YA for XA < z
∗2/κβ2 ≤ XB, (C.1)
and
σ
σ0
=
YB · c2
1− e−
(
XB ·c1/ z∗2κβ2
) for z∗2/κβ2 ≥ XB, (C.2)
where XA, XB, YA and YB are coordinates of two points, A(XA, YA) and
B(XB, YB), lying directly on the envelope, and fixed for a given m. These
points were chosen to ensure a continuous transition between functions ap-
proximating the envelope in the ’grain-count’ regime, eq.(3.1), and in the
’track-width’ regime, as given by eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.2). Determination of
the position of A(XA, YA) was quite simple, because it is a point of tran-
sition between ’grain-count’ and ’track-width’ regimes, where σ/σ0 = 0.98.
Thus, from eq.(3.1) we find:
XA = − log(1− 0.98 1m ), (C.3)
and
YA = 0.98. (C.4)
The value of the constant c1 in eq.(C.2) was determined by a χ
2 fitting pro-
cedure of eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.2) simultaneously to all envelopes determined
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for 1.5 ≤ m ≤ 3.5 over the region of ’track-width’ regime. The value of the
constant c2 results form the continuity condition at the point of transition,
B(XB, YB), between eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.2), and can be described by a func-
tion of c1. At the point of transition z
∗2/κβ2 = XB. Comparing the right
hand sides of eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.2) one obtains the condition for c2:
c2 = 1− e−c1 . (C.5)
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Figure C.1: Values of χ2, eq.(C.6), calculated for 1.0 ≤ c1 ≤ 4.0.
Neither c1 nor c2 depend on m. The coordinates of the point B(XB, YB)
together with the value of c2 depend on the choice of c1. Additionally XB,
YB are characteristic for particular values of m. For a given c1 there is only
one set of XB, YB which gives the best conformity of eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.2)
with the envelope in the ’track-width’ regime. In order to find such a value
of c1 and the accompanying XB, YB and c2 for which eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.2)
will give the best compatibility with the envelope, we defined the coefficient:
χ2 =
m=3.5∑
m=1.5
z∗2
κβ2
=104∑
z∗2
κβ2
=XA
(
log
(
σ
σ0
)
approx
− log
(
σ
σ0
)
envelope
)2
, (C.6)
which was used to estimate the deviation between the approximation, (σ/σ0)approx,
and the proper values of the envelope, (σ/σ0)envelope. Since the ’track-width’
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regime covers a few orders of magnitude of σ/σ0, to ensure the most accurate
fit, χ2 was based on the difference of logarithmic values of σ/σ0. For a given
value of c1, from the points contributed to envelopes calculated for different
m, we chose a set of B(XB, YB), which gave the best agreement of eq.(C.1)
and eq.(C.2) with these envelopes via the χ2 minimum. This procedure was
repeated for a wide range of c1. In Fig. C.1 we present results only for
1.0 ≤ c1 ≤ 4.0, for which we found the lowest values of χ2.
Next, we compared the values of χ2 and we chose c1 with the lowest
value of χ2, namely c1 = 1.72, and we applied it to eq.(C.2) in our further
calculation. Considering eq.(C.5) one can calculate that the constant c2 =
0.8209, and eq.(C.2) takes the form:
σ
σ0
=
YB · 0.8209
1− e−
(
XB ·1.72/ z∗2κβ2
) , (C.7)
as introduced in section 3.1. Respective values of XB and YB characteristic
for each m, found in our χ2 optimization, are presented in Fig. C.2, and can
be described by following functions:
XB = exp
(
g0 +
5∑
i=1
gi · ln(m)i
)
, (C.8)
and
YB = exp
(
h0 +
5∑
i=1
hi · ln(m)i
)
. (C.9)
The values of power expansion coefficients gi and hi are given in Table C.1.
It should be emphasised that the chosen value of c1 = 1.72 together with
accompanying c2, XB and YB values have been determined only for envelopes
approximating values of σ/σ0 calculated using the formula of Zhang et al.
(1985) with I = 0 eV , and are applicable only for 1.5 ≤ m ≤ 3.5.
Table C.1: Values of coefficients gj and hj.
i gi i hi
0 -0.223198 0 -1.03134
1 6.79973 1 5.06363
2 -9.08647 2 -9.39776
3 7.62573 3 9.3199
4 -3.42814 4 -4.75329
5 0.632902 5 0.97801
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